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Wireless networks have become increasingly popular in recent years.  There are two 
variations of mobile wireless networks: infrastructure mobile networks and infrastructureless 
mobile networks.  The latter are also known as mobile ad hoc network (MANET).  MANETs 
have no fixed routers.  Instead, mobile nodes function as relay nodes or routers, which discover 
and maintain communication connections between source nodes and destination nodes for 
various data transmission sessions.  In other words, an MANET is a self-organizing multi-hop 
wireless network in which all nodes within a given geographical area participate in the routing 
and data forwarding process.  Such networks are scalable and self-healing.  They support mobile 
applications where an infrastructure is either not available (e.g., rescue operations and 
underground networks) or not desirable (e.g., harsh industrial environments). 
In many ad hoc networks such as vehicular networks, links among nodes change 
constantly and rapidly due to high node speed.  Maintaining communication links of an 
established communication path that extends between source and destination nodes is a 
significant challenge in mobile ad hoc networks due to movement of the mobile nodes.  In 
particular, such communication links are often broken under a high mobility environment.  
Communication links can also be broken by obstacles such as buildings in a street environment 
that block radio signal.  In a street environment, obstacles and fast moving nodes result in a very 
short window of communication between nodes on different streets.  Although a new 
communication route can be established when a break in the communication path occurs, 
repeatedly reestablishing new routes incurs delay and substantial overhead.  To address this 
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limitation, we introduce the Virtual Router abstraction in this dissertation.  A virtual router is a 
dynamically-created logical router that is associated with a particular geographical area.  Its 
routing functionality is provided by the physical nodes (i.e., mobile devices) currently within the 
geographical region served by the virtual router.  These physical nodes take turns in forwarding 
data packets for the virtual router.  In this environment, data packets are transmitted from a 
source node to a destination node over a series of virtual routers.  Since virtual routers do not 
move, this scheme is much less susceptible to node mobility.  
There can be two virtual router approaches:  Static Virtual Router (SVR) and Dynamic 
Virtual Router (DVR).  In SVR, the virtual routers are predetermined and shared by all 
communication sessions over time.  This scheme requires each mobile node to have a map of the 
virtual routers, and use a global positioning system (GPS) to determine if the node is within the 
geographical region of a given router.  DVR is different from SVR with the following 
distinctions:  (1) virtual routers are dynamically created for each communication sessions as 
needed, and deprecated after their use; (2) mobile nodes do not need to have a GPS; and (3) 
mobile nodes do not need to know whereabouts of the virtual routers. 
In this dissertation, we apply Virtual Router approach to address mobility challenges in 
routing data.  We first propose a data routing protocol that uses SVR to overcome the extreme 
fast topology change in a street environment.  We then propose a routing protocol that does not 
require node locations by adapting a DVR approach.  We also explore how the Virtual Router 
Approach can reduce the overhead associated with initial route or location requests used by many 
existing routing protocols to find a destination.  An initial request for a destination is expensive 
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because all the nodes need to be reached to locate the destination.  We propose two broadcast 
protocols; one in an open terrain environment and the other in a street environment.  Both 
broadcast protocols apply SVR.  We provide simulation results to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed protocols in handling high mobility.  They show Virtual Router approach can 
achieve several times better performance than traditional routing and broadcast approach based 
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Wireless networks have become increasingly popular in recent years. There are two 
variations of mobile wireless network: infrastructure mobile networks and infrastructureless 
mobile networks. The latter are also known as mobile ad hoc network (MANET). MANETs have 
no fixed routers. Instead, mobile nodes function as relay nodes or routers, which discover and 
maintain communication connections between source nodes and destination nodes for various 
data transmission sessions. In other words, an MANET is a self-organizing multi-hop wireless 
network in which all nodes within a given geographical area participate in the routing and data 
forwarding process. Such networks are scalable and self-healing. They support mobile 
applications where an infrastructure is either not available (e.g., rescue operations and 
underground networks) or not desirable (e.g., harsh industrial environments). 
In many ad hoc networks such as vehicular networks, links among nodes change 
constantly and rapidly due to high node speed. One approach is to update the links in response to 
topology change.  Routing protocols such as DSR [43] and AODV [67][24] follow this approach.  
However, this approach results large overhead and delay due to congested medium by the large 
amount of control packet.  Another approach is to use cluster [12] to minimize the nodes needed 
to maintain topology.  However, the cluster structure itself is also susceptible to high mobility. 
More recent clustering techniques such as GRID [53] and VSA [62] cluster nodes based on their 
positions to make cluster structure more stable.  However, high mobility means nodes enter and 
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leave the geographic cluster constantly and requires cluster states to be frequently communicated 
by nodes leaving the cluster to the nodes entering the cluster.  Another approach is to let each 
intermediate node to select next hop based on its neighbors‘ positions and the trajectory or 
geographic points predefined in a data packet.  The neighbor information is obtained through 
beacon packets from neighbors.  This approach has no overhead of maintaining link or cluster 
states.  However, the beacon packets need to be exchanged frequently in the face of high node 
speed.  
In addition to routing data, frequent topology also affects the broadcast protocol used by a 
routing protocol to find the routes or locations to destinations.  Most of the aforementioned 
routing protocols use a simple Plain Flooding technique [36] that can cause a broadcast storm, 
especially in a high density environment [60].  Broadcast protocols that relies on the information 
of 2-hop [58][65][76][83] or 1-hop [54][11] neighboring information suffers outdated 
neighboring information due to high mobility.  0-hop broadcast protocols such as Counter Based 
[60] and Probabilistic Based [71] offer a simple way of reducing overhead but do not select 
rebroadcasting nodes optimally because the nodes are selected probabilistically.  Advanced 0-hop 
broadcast protocols 0-hop protocols such as Angle Based [77], PANDA [52], and Border Aware 
[86] use a distance delay algorithm to select nodes near the edge of a broadcast radio range to 
rebroadcast packets.  However, their node selection criteria also result most of the nodes near the 
edge participate in rebroadcasting the packet.  In a certain environments such as street 
environment, these protocols can degenerate to a plain flooding protocol.   
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1.2 Main Contribution 
To reduce the number of nodes needed in data forwarding and still be able to handle a 
high mobility environment, we introduce the Virtual Router abstraction in this dissertation. A 
virtual router is a logical router that is associated with a particular geographic area. A virtual 
router comprises one or more physical mobile nodes currently within a geographical region 
served by the virtual router. Once within the geographical region of the virtual router, those 
physical nodes can take turns in forwarding data packets. In this environment, data packets are 
transmitted from a source node to a destination node over a series of virtual routers. There can be 
two virtual router approaches:  Static Virtual Router (SVR) and Dynamic Virtual Router (DVR). 
In SVR, the virtual routers are predetermined and shared by all communication sessions over 
time. This scheme requires each mobile node to have a map of the virtual routers, and use a 
global positioning system (GPS) to determine if the node is within the geographical region of a 
given router.  In DVR, the virtual routers are dynamically created for each communication 
sessions as needed and deprecated after their use, mobile nodes do not need to have a GPS, and 
mobile nodes do not need to know whereabouts of the virtual routers.  We will present SVR in 
Chapter 2 and DVR in Chapter 3.  In Chapters 4 and 5, we apply virtual router approach (in 
particular, SVR) to reduce overhead of the initial route or location request in open and street 
environments, respectively. 
The advantages of the virtual router approach are as follows: 
 Although the physical nodes may move, the virtual routers do not since they are 
defined by the geographical region. Due to that stability, a virtual connection 
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comprising the virtual routers is much more robust than a traditional physical 
connection used in existing MANET designs. 
 This strategy eliminates the overhead of maintaining clusters as in GRID [53] and 
VSA [62].  
 




2. STATIC VIRTUAL ROUTER IN STREET ENVIRONMENTS 
2.1 Introduction 
There are many routing protocols designed to relay data in mobile ad hoc networks 
(MANETs). However, most of them are not designed for street environments. Earlier protocols 
such as Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [43], Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing 
(AODV) [69], and Location Aided Routing (LAR) [47] require a source to use route request to 
establish a hop-by-hop route between itself and a destination before sending data. In the street 
environments, however, obstacles and fast moving nodes result in a very short window of 
communication between nodes on different streets. The established route expires quickly and the 
source needs to reissue another expensive network wide route request after sending only a few 
data packets via the previous route. These protocols, when applied in the street environments, 
will incur a high control overhead in terms of route request packets. 
To overcome the fragility of multiple-hop routes, one-hop- based approaches, such as 
Trajectory Based Forwarding (TBF) [61], let each forwarder select the next forwarding node by 
comparing the positions of all its neighbors with the trajectory defined by a source. This position 
information is obtained through periodic broadcasts from neighboring nodes. The short window 
of communication in the street environments, however, means that the nodes need to broadcast 
more frequently in order to maintain up-to-date location information. This strategy incurs a high 
control overhead in terms of frequent beaconing packets that also congest the wireless medium. 
We identify the above protocols as a Connection-oriented approach because each link a packet 
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traverses must first be established through a network wide route request or location information 
exchange among all the nodes in the network. 
Rather than using the expensive control overhead to pre-establish each link, the 
Connectionless approach allows a node to dynamically participate in a forwarding of data by 
comparing its current location with headers of the data, which contain location information of a 
source, a destination, and a previous relaying node. Existing Connectionless techniques such as 
Contention-based Forwarding (CBF) [22], Beacon-Less Routing (BLR) [27], and Connectionless 
Approach to Mobile Ad Hoc Network (CLA) [35] only allow nodes that have the shortest 
distance to the destination or are on the shortest geographic path (i.e. a straight line) between the 
source and destination to relay data. When applying these Connectionless approaches to the street 
environments, nodes that can relay data around obstacles often do not get to relay the data 
because they are farther from the destination than the previous relaying node or are not on the 
forwarding path of the data. Thus, these approaches cannot be applied directly to the street 
environments. 
Recently, a new method [57] has modified the CBF technique to address the obstacle 
problems in a city environment. This scheme allows a source to specify a forwarding path as a 
list of junctions, and applies CBF between consecutive junctions. This solution requires at least 
one node at each turning junction, which is often difficult to achieve over an extended 
communication period. To overcome this drawback, we utilize multiple communication paths in 
the proposed technique. 
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The contribution of this chapter is to adapt a Connectionless approach [35] to a street 
environment (CLA-S) where mobile nodes are vehicles moving in high speed. We name our 
technique Connectionless Approach for Streets (CLA-S). This approach can quickly adapt to 
topology changes because it does not require a node to maintain its neighbors‘ locations or hop-
by-hop routes. Any nodes in the source designated forwarding virtual cells can help relay data. 
To relay data around large obstacles typically found in the street environment, we revise the 
original algorithm for forwarding zone selection to leverage the on-board map database included 
in a vehicular navigation system. This new solution also achieves fault tolerance by providing 
multiple geographic paths by which data can be relayed from a source to a destination.  
2.2 Proposed Solution:  
Connectionless Approach For Street Environments (CLA-S) 
As with many routing protocols [22][35][45][47][61], we also assume that all nodes can 
obtain location information provided by technologies such as the Global Positioning System 
(GPS) [19][64]. This is a reasonable assumption because of the increasing availability of these 
devices and because the GPS service is provided without charge. If GPS is not available, one can 
conceive that nodes could calculate their positions with a local scheme - a research area that has 
recently been well studied [70]. In our presentation, we use xy-coordination. Devices such as 
GPS can, in fact, provide a 3-D location in terms of longitude, latitude, and altitude. 
Though standalone GPS is not accurate to a precise degree, there are technologies that, 
when combined with GPS, improve its accuracy to centimeters [80], which is sufficient for our 
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protocol.  Low radio frequency and onboard sensors facilitate GPS availability in urban areas, 
where there may not exist line of sight with GPS satellites [80][44]. 
2.2.1 Virtual Cell 
Streets are divided into small ―virtual cells.‖ These cells are divided according to 
intersections and blocks (i.e. the street segment in between 2 adjacent intersections). For 
example, in Figure 1, Cell A and Cell C are intersections. Cell B is the entire block. In this 
chapter, we assume that all nodes have the same radio range. This is a reasonable requirement in 
a city environment because a car itself can generate its own power. We can set the radio range 
large enough that it can cover one block plus one intersection for most streets. For those blocks 
that exceed the radio range, we can fragment the blocks according to the radio range and identify 
the fragments separately like Cell B1 and Cell B2. In other words, the virtual cell is designed such 
that all the nodes in a cell (e.g., Cell B in Figure 1) can communicate directly with all the nodes 
in the adjoining cells (e.g., Cell A and Cell C in Figure 1).  
Building
Building
Cell A Cell B Cell C
 




To uniquely identify each cell without the need to communicate all cell IDs among all the 
nodes, we identify a cell by its center point coordinates indicates as (x,y) where  











with (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) denoting the 2 diagonal corners of the cell. The 
coordinates of the 2 diagonal corners can be calculated from the on-board map database. Thus, 
when a node moves to a new cell, it finds out the center points of the cell and any adjoining cells. 
To handle the inconsistency among different map databases of the nodes, 2 center points can be 
considered as the same if they are within a very short distance of each other (e.g., 1 or 2 meters 
apart). 
2.2.2 Location Discovery 
The location discovery phase of this technique is similar to that of CLA. A source node 
initiates a LOCATION DISCOVERY to find a destination node‘s location. Any node that hears the 
packet will send a LOCATION REPLY containing the destination node‘s location if it either is the 
destination or has fresh location information of the destination; otherwise, it will rebroadcast 
every unique LOCATION DISCOVERY once. However, since the routine used to send the reply 
back to the source needs to be modified in order to relay the reply (as well as subsequent data 
from the source and subsequent control packets to/from the source) around obstacles and to 
provide multiple paths, we will term the routine here as Area Computation in order to distinguish 
it from the Path Computation routine of the CLA approach. We will describe the routines of area 
computation and packet forwarding in Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.4, respectively.  
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2.2.3 Area Computation 
In our approach, we do not need to maintain a hop-by-hop route between the source and 
destination nodes. Our technique selects a list of cells that form a ―connecting‖ forwarding area 
between the source and destination. An example is illustrated in Figure 2; it shows that the 
lightly shaded cells are part of the area selected. Nodes within each of these cells alternate in 




Participate in the data 
forwarding
No longer obliged 




Figure 2. Forwarding Area 
When a node leaves the selected cells, it is no longer obliged to forward data. Similarly, if 
a node enters the area, this node must participate in the data forwarding. A delay forwarding 
scheme, discussed in the Section 2.2.4, is used to coordinate the nodes within the area such that 
they may take turns forwarding the data. We observe that a forwarding area is much more robust 
than a traditional hop-by-hop route. The latter would fail if any one node along the route ―fails.‖ 
In contrast, a forwarding area is much more tolerant of ―node failures‖ since a neighboring node 
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can dynamically substitute for the failed node with no overhead. This characteristic makes the 
Connectionless approach more suitable for ad-hoc networks. 
2.2.3.1 Establish Reference Line and Reference Points 
We define the destination cell as the cell containing the destination node. Similarly, the 
source cell is the cell containing the source node. To determine a forwarding area between the 
source and destination nodes, we first establish a ―reference line‖ between the source and 
destination cells. The reference line (RL) is the straight line that connects the center of the source 
cell (XS, YS) with the center of the destination cell (XD, YD). As illustrated in Figure 3, the 
reference line is between the two cells: one at the upper right and the other at lower left corners. 
Obviously, the coordinates of the two end points define the reference line. 
Once the reference line has been established, we need to determine the reference points. 
The reference points (RP‘s) on a reference line are the interceptions of the reference line and the 
centerline of either a vertical street or a horizontal street (see Figure 3). 
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Source and RP 1
Forwarding Zone 
for 
RP 2 and RP 3
Forwarding Zone 
for 




Figure 3. Reference Line, Reference Points, and Forwarding Zones 
2.2.3.2 Determine the Forwarding Zone 
Once all reference points of a reference line have been determined, we will use reference 
points to determine each Forwarding Zone. A Forwarding Zone is an area that is determined by 
a reference point or the center of a source cell. A reference point can be on a horizontal block, a 
vertical block, or an intersection (a block is considered as horizontal if the street it is on has a 
horizontal orientation; otherwise, it is vertical). We will describe how the Forwarding Zone for 
each case is determined for a vertical reference line in the following 3 sections. For a horizontal 
reference line, the width and height of each rectangular forwarding zone are swapped.  
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2.2.3.2.1 On a Horizontal Block 
For any of the 3 cases, the Forwarding Zone of a reference point is a rectangular area that 
includes at least 2 horizontal streets and 3 vertical streets. For a reference point on a horizontal 
block (such as RP 2 in Figure 3), the 2 horizontal streets are the horizontal street where the 
reference point is on and the next horizontal street that is closer to the destination.  The 3 vertical 
streets include one adjacent vertical street on each side of the reference point and one more 
vertical street on the side closer to the destination.  
2.2.3.2.2 On a Vertical Block 
For a reference point on a vertical block (such as RP 5 in Figure 3), the 2 horizontal 
streets are one horizontal street on the top of the reference point and one horizontal street on the 
bottom. The 3 vertical streets include one adjacent vertical street on each side of the reference 
point and one more vertical street where the reference point is on.  
2.2.3.2.3 On an Intersection 
For a reference point on an intersection (such as the RP n in Figure 4), the 2 horizontal 
streets are the horizontal street where the reference point is on and the next horizontal street that 
is closer to the destination. The 3 vertical streets include one adjacent vertical street on each side 









Figure 4. The forwarding zone for a reference point on an intersection. 
For example in Figure 3, we can determine the Forwarding Zone for each reference point. 
Notice that the source cell and RP1 have the same forwarding zone. Similarly, RP2 and RP3, and 
RP4 and RP5 also have the same forwarding zones. 
2.2.3.3 Select Cells for a Forwarding Area 
After the forwarding zones of all reference points are determined, any nodes within the 
cells encapsulated by the zones are responsible for forwarding data. Notice that, the forwarding 














Figure 5. Reference Line and Forwarding Zone for irregular street pattern. 
2.2.3.4 Irregular Street Pattern 
Until now, in this chapter, we have assumed that all buildings are of the same size. We 
show in this section how to apply our technique to an environment where all streets are not 
necessarily parallel or perpendicular in relation to each other. For an irregular street pattern, the 
procedures for finding a reference line and reference points are the same as before (see the 
reference line in Figure 5). When determining a forwarding zone in an irregular street pattern, the 
size of the forwarding zone will still need to cover the same number of vertical streets and 
horizontal streets as discussed in previous section (see the forwarding zone for RP n in Figure 5). 
Our initial application of the proposed protocol is for urban environments (e.g., 
Manhattan in New York City) where most streets have general orientations. Currently, our 
protocol does not use streets that lack of general direction (e.g., loop streets in subdivisions). Our 
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future work will try to take advantages of these streets when they are helpful to data forwarding 
(e.g., when either the source or destination is on a loop street). 
2.2.4 Data Forwarding 
To transmit a data packet in forwarding zones, the source node includes the following 
information in the data header: Source Node ID, Source Cell ID, Destination Node ID, 
Destination Cell ID, Packet ID, Current Cell ID, Orientation, Direction, and FZone_Size. The 
Source Node ID and Destination Node ID fields are the node IDs of the source and destination 
nodes, respectively. The Source Cell ID and Destination Cell ID are respectively the IDs of the 
cells that the source and destination are currently on. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, cells can be 
identified by their center points. The Current Cell ID is the ID of the cell containing the node that 
is about to forward the data packet. Thus, each intermediate node updates this header field before 
relaying the data packet. The Orientation indicates whether the reference line is vertically or 
horizontally oriented. The Direction indicates whether the packet is from the source to the 
destination or vice versa since the same forwarding area and the same forwarding procedure are 
also used to transmit the control packets (except LOCATION DISCOVERY) mentioned in Sections 
2.2-2.2.2, 2.2-2.2.5, and 2.2-2.2.6. The FZone_Size defines the size of the forwarding zone. 
Initially, the FZone_Size is set to one and will change according to the need. We will discuss 
more on increasing FZone_Size size in Section 2.2.6 




1. If n is the destination, n does not forward the data. 
2. If n is not in the forwarding zones, n does not forward. 
3. If n or any other node in the cell containing n has forwarded, n does not forward. 
4. If Steps 1, 2, and 3 fail (i.e. n might need to forward the data), n delays the forwarding.  
5. During this delay period, n will cancel the forwarding if n either hears the same packet from a 
neighboring node on the same cell or if n is in a block cell and n hears the same packet from 
both adjacent intersections.  
6. At the end of the delay period, if the forwarding decision has not been cancelled, n forwards 
the data. 
When a node receives a packet with a new Forwarding Area (because of a new reference 
line), it will compute the Forwarding Zones and save the result as a list of streets and the ranges 
of the streets that are encompassed by the Forwarding Zones. This allows the node a quick and 
simple way to determine if it is in a Forwarding Zone for subsequent packets with the same 
Forwarding Area. Although the implementation of this routine is out of scope of this chapter, one 
can conceive a routine that queries the on-board map database to obtain the coordinates of the 
reference points, find the nearest streets to the reference points, and determine the intersections 
of these streets for the ranges [2][14][63]. 














where α is a maximum delay constant in µsec, D_Distn the distance between node n and 
the center of the cell denoted by the Destination Cell ID in the packet header, and Distn the 
distance between node n and the center of the cell denoted by the Current Cell ID (cell of 
previous relaying node m) in the packet header (See Figure 6). The significance of this equation 
is to select a node farther away from m and closer to the destination node to forward the data 
packet. 
If the node n is at an intersection of two streets, we will set a shorter delay period. In the 
simulation, the delay for an intersection node is set to one third of the normal DELAY. The 
reason for this is that, when at an intersection, a node‘s effective radio range can cover the 2 
intersecting streets compared to the single street coverage of another node on a block  
Notice we can always factor other parameters into the delay computation such as 
workload or network traffic. That is, we use a longer delay for a node with high workload to 











Center of Current Cell
 
Figure 6. DELAY for node n. 
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2.2.5 Area Maintenance 
In order to maintain an effective forwarding area for packet delivery after the initial 
location exchange, the source and destination nodes need to update their location information 
with each other as they move around. To update its location, the source node piggybacks its 
current location information to every data packet for the destination. To update its location, the 
destination node periodically checks its own location to see if it is out of the destination cell 
lastly informed the source. If it is, it sends a LOCATION UPDATE packet to update its location with 
the source node using the most current source node location information contained in recently 
received data. Both the source and the destination will call the Area Computation routine (see 
Section 2.2.3) to find a new area to send packets when they notice either of them has moved to a 
new cell.  
2.2.6 Low Node Density Environment 
We note that there may be a situation in which we cannot find a connecting path to 
forward data packets. This can happen in a low density area of a network. When a destination 
node does not receive any data from a source node for a period of time (Tifz) since last data 
packet or the location request received from the source, it will send an INCREASING 
FORWARDING ZONE packet. The packet will be relayed in a forwarding area with FZone_Size = 
1+ FZone_Size. The destination will keep sending an INCREASING FORWARDING ZONE packet 
every Tifz seconds of not receiving data from the source.  When the forwarding zone eventually 
gets large enough and the source receives one or more of the INCREASING FORWARDING ZONE 
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packets, the source sends data with forwarding zone size of FZone_Size found in the received 
INCREASING FORWARDING ZONE packet or the smallest FZone_Size if multiple INCREASING 
FORWARDING ZONE packets are received within a period of Tifz.   
To increase the number of nodes participating relaying packets in a low density situation, 
the Forwarding Zone will be enlarged according to the direction of the destination node. In 
Figure 7, the new forwarding zone is obtained by including one more vertical street and one more 
horizontal street closer to the destination because the differences between the FZone_Size of the 
two forwarding zones is 1. When Forwarding Zones are enlarged, the area between the source 
node and the destination node is also increased (see Figure 7). The size of a Forwarding Zone 
can be increased more if the source receives more INCREASING FORWARDING ZONE packets from 
the destination. 
Source node
Destination NodeOriginal Forwarding Area






Figure 7. New Area with Incresased Forwarding Zones. 
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To indicate that there is no more data to send, the source will send a SESSION TERMINATE 
packet after not seeing any packets from its upper layer applications for a period of time (Tse; Tse 
< Tifz). Upon receiving the SESSION TERMINATE packet, the destination will not send 
INCREASING FORWARDING ZONE packet and LOCATION UPDATE packet. The source will have to 
initiate another location discovery if it still has more data to send after Tse. In this chapter, we set 
Tse to be larger than packet interval of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) applications.  
When a source receives an INCREASE FORWARDING ZONE packet, it will increase the 
forwarding area of subsequent data and SESSION TERMINATE packets for the destination. When a 
destination receives data with increased forwarding zone information, it will adjust the 
FZone_Size of the forwarding zone used to send subsequent LOCATION UPDATE and INCREASE 
FORWARDING ZONE packets to the source.  
2.3 Simulations Study 
To evaluate our approach, we perform simulations using a network simulator called 
GloMoSim [85]. This simulator, developed at UCLA, is a packet-level simulator specifically 
designed for ad-hoc networks. It follows the OSI 5-layer network communication model.  
We simulate and compare our CLA-S protocol with 3 protocols provided by GloMoSim: 
AODV, DSR, and LAR. We do not compare with CBF, BLR, and CBF in Street [57] because 
they do not provide a location update service. CBF and CBF in Street require an additional 
location service (e.g., [7][46][51]) whose ability to maintain up-to-date location information and 
control packets can affect the performance of the protocols. BLR uses reactive local routing to 
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establish a hop-by-hop route between the destination and a node that is within the radio range of 
the known destination location.  There is no location update from the destination to the source 
and the protocol can degenerate into a Connection-oriented approach once the destination has 
moved out of the radio range of its previous location known to the source. Although CLA 
provides location update mechanism, we also do not compare with CLA because it is ineffective 
when the source and destination are not on the same street (i.e. buildings block the straight line 
path between the source and destination). 
We perform sensitivity analysis with respect to mobile speed, node density, and 
application load. The field configuration is a 1000m × 1000m field with a street width of 10 
meters and a building block size of 100 meters by 100 meters. Each node has a radio range of 
about 375 meters. Initially, nodes are placed uniformly with 2 nodes per intersection and 8 nodes 
per block. Then the nodes move in the directions permitted in the streets. Upon arriving at an 
intersection, a node probabilistically changes its direction of movement (e.g., turn left, turn right, 
or continue in the same direction). Traffic applications are constant-bit-rate sessions involving 
1/10 of all the nodes. Each data packet is 512 bytes and sent at 2.5 sec interval. In this study, our 
CAL-S does not cache the overheard location information. This additional feature would only 
enhance our technique further. 
The protocols are compared under three performance metrics: (i) fraction of packets 
delivered – measures the ratio of the data packets delivered to the destinations and the data 
packets generated by the CBR sources; (ii) end-to-end delay – measured in ms, includes 
processing, route discovery latency, queuing delays, retransmission delay at the MAC, and 
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propagation and transmission times; (iii) normalized routing load – measures the number of 
control packets (e.g., route discovery packets in the Connection-oriented techniques or LOCATION 
DISCOVERY packets in the Connectionless technique) transmitted per data packet delivered to the 
destinations; this metric is also referred to as control overhead. 
2.3.1 Simulation Results 
We present the simulation results in the following subsections. We study the effect of 
mobile speed and the effect of node density.   
To understand the effect of mobile speed on performance, we varied the speed of the 
mobile nodes between 10 and 25 (m/s). The simulation results are presented in Figure 8, Figure 
9, and Figure 10. It demonstrates that the Connection-oriented approach is not suitable to be used 
in street environments. For example, it only takes ½ of a second to traverse an intersection of 10 
meters wide at a speed of 20m/s. This means a route involving a connection between 2 nodes on 
2 different streets last only ½ second, long enough to transmit one data packet for CBR sessions 
that have a 2.5 second interval between each data packet. This means that the Connection-
oriented approaches either drop a large amount of data packets (in the case of DSR in Figure 8) 
or require a large amount of control overhead to keep routes from the sources to the destinations 
up to date (in the case of AODV and LAR1 in Figure 10). Maintaining routes can also induce 
long delay (in the case of LAR1 in Figure 9). However, the CLA-S allows any node in the 
geographical forwarding zones to relay packets. This flexibility allows CLA-S to perform well 



























































































































Figure 10. Effect of Mobile Speed: Normalize routing load 
To understand the effect of node density, we varied the number of nodes per intersection 
from 1 to 8 and number of nodes per block from 4 to 32. The simulation results are presented in 
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Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13. These figures show that the high density increases the 
overhead without improving delivered rate for the Connection-oriented approaches. This is 
because every time a source issues a route request to maintain route, either almost all nodes need 
to relay the request at least once (in the case of AODV and LAR1) or intermediate nodes reply to 
the source with outdated routes (in the case of DSR). On the other hand, CLA-S has no route to 
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Figure 13. Effect of Node Density: Normalize routing load 
To understand the effect of application loads, we varied the portion of nodes involved in 
communication from 1/20 to 1/5. The simulation results are presented in Figure 14, Figure 15, 
and Figure 16. Again, they show that other Connection-oriented approaches make trade off 
among fractions of packets delivered, end-to-end delay, and control overhead. Only our 
connectionless approach can robustly adapt to the changes in network load. 
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Figure 14. Effect of Application Loads: Fraction of packet delivered 
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Figure 15. Effect of Application Loads: End-to-end delay 
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Figure 16. Effect of Application Loads: Normalize routing load 
2.4 Summary 
This chapter introduces a Connectionless approach to wireless mobile ad hoc networks. 
Its performance comparison with three conventional Connection-oriented techniques is 
summarized in the following list.  
The key advantages of the CLA-S approach are as follows: 
 Low control overhead: It has no communication connections to break or to maintain.  
 Low packet loss: When a node moves away from a forwarding area, a nearby node 
can take over the data-forwarding task without delay such as reestablishing a new 
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route or updating location information in the caches of near-by nodes as in the case of 
the Connection-oriented approach.  
 Short delay: Transmission delay is optimized for each packet transmission with 
minimum overhead of control packets.  
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3. DYNAMIC VIRTUAL ROUTER IN OPEN SPACE 
3.1 Introduction 
Wireless networks have become increasingly popular in recent years. There are two 
variations of mobile wireless network: infrastructure mobile networks and infrastructureless 
mobile networks. The latter are also known as mobile ad hoc network (MANET). MANETs have 
no fixed routers. Instead, mobile nodes function as relay nodes or routers, which discover and 
maintain communication connections between source nodes and destination nodes for various 
data transmission sessions. In other words, an MANET is a self-organizing multi-hop wireless 
network in which all nodes within a given geographical area participate in the routing and data 
forwarding process. Such networks are scalable and self-healing. They support mobile 
applications where an infrastructure is either not available (e.g., rescue operations and 
underground networks) or not desirable (e.g., harsh industrial environments). 
Next-generation ad hoc networks need to be able to handle high mobility in order to 
support a wide range of emerging applications such vehicular networks and mobile sensor 
networks. Maintaining communication links of an established communication path that extends 
between source and destination nodes is a significant challenge in MANETs. In particular, such 
communication links are often broken with rapid movement of the mobile nodes. Although a 
new communication route can be established when a break in the communication path occurs as 
in DSR [43] and AODV [67][24], repeatedly reestablishing new routes incurs delay and 
substantial overhead.  
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Protocols such as DSDV [66][56], WRP [59], Fisheye [41], and ExOR [9][8] proactively 
maintain link states to every node in the network. This approach has been shown to offer 
excellent performance for mesh network or roof-top network [1]. It can provide instant route to 
any node in a relatively static network. These designs, however, are not intended for a high 
mobility environment where link states become outdated quickly. 
Protocols such as CGSR [12], GRID [53], and VSA [62] maintain a cluster structure with 
cluster heads and gateway nodes responsible for relaying data. This structure, maintained by 
nodes in the network, allows nodes that are not cluster heads and gateways to sleep and thus save 
energy. This property is desirable for applications such as wireless sensor networks. This 
approach, however, is not suited for a high mobility environment where nodes move in and out 
of the clusters constantly. This results in significant overhead due to control packets necessary for 
joining new clusters and selecting new cluster heads and gateways.  
Protocols such as ZRP [25] and ARAMA [40] are a hybrid of proactive and reactive 
approaches in that they proactively maintain local neighborhood information and reactively find 
routes to remote nodes. The local neighborhood information allows an intermediate node to 
select a better next hop from the one the source node decided. This approach requires each node 
to exchange beacon packets with its neighboring nodes in order to maintain the local 
neighborhood information. The frequency of such information exchange is proportional to the 
node mobility. For a high mobility environment, the exchange must occur very frequently to 




To address the instability caused by high node mobility, some protocols use node 
locations as part of the data forwarding process. Protocols such as GRID [53] and VSA [62] use 
locations as the criteria for clustering nodes. While a node can easily determine if it belongs to a 
cluster based on its location and the location of the cluster, these protocols still have the overhead 
associated with maintaining cluster states that need to be actively communicated among nodes. 
Other protocols such as TBF [61] and TRR [10] use a geographic path defined by a trajectory 
[61] or a list of geographic positions [10] between the source node and destination node. Base on 
the positions of its neighbors and information in the header, an intermediate node can pick a next 
hop most suitable to forward data. These protocols relay data packets toward a destination 
without the overhead of maintaining the link states between nodes. However, like the hybrid 
protocols discussed in the last paragraph, these protocols use beacon packets that need to be 
exchanged frequently in the face of a high mobility environment. Protocols such as CBF [22] 
eliminate the beacon packets by letting the neighbors of the current relaying node to compete to 
become the next hop. The competing nodes set a delay based on their respective distances to the 
previous hop and the destination node. A competing node forwards the data packet after the delay 
if it still has not heard the packet forwarded by another node closer to the destination. A potential 
weakness of this strategy is as follows. Since there could be two neighboring nodes, both having 
a similar distance from the previous hop and the destination node, but still out of each other‘s 
range, this protocol involves more nodes than necessary to relay data. This fan-out effect is 
illustrated in Figure 17, which shows many nodes are involved when only a few of them are 






Figure 17. Fan-out effect of CBF 
To reduce the number of nodes needed in data forwarding and still be able to handle a 
high mobility environment, we introduce the Virtual Router abstraction in this chapter. A virtual 
router is a logical router that is associated with a particular geographic area. A virtual router 
comprises one or more physical mobile nodes currently within a geographical region served by 
the virtual router. Once within the geographical region of the virtual router, those physical nodes 
can take turns in forwarding data packets. In this environment, data packets are transmitted from 
a source node to a destination node over a series of virtual routers. There can be two virtual 
router approaches:  Static Virtual Router (SVR) and Dynamic Virtual Router (DVR). In SVR, the 
virtual routers are predetermined and shared by all communication sessions over time. This 
scheme requires each mobile node to have a map of the virtual routers, and use a global 
positioning system (GPS) to determine if the node is within the geographical region of a given 
router.  We present SVR in [34][35]. In this chapter, we introduce the DVR approach with the 
following distinctions:  (1) virtual routers are dynamically created for each communication 
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sessions as needed, and deprecated after their use; (2) mobile nodes do not need to have a GPS; 
and (3) mobile nodes do not need to know whereabouts of the virtual routers. 
The advantages of the virtual router approach are as follows: 
 Although the physical nodes may move, the virtual routers do not since they are 
defined by the geographical region. Due to that stability, a virtual connection 
comprising the virtual routers is much more robust than a traditional physical 
connection used in existing MANET designs. 
 Since the forwarding of each data packet is confined to the virtual routers along the 
communication path, the virtual router approach does not suffer the fan-out effect as 
in CBF [22]. 
 This strategy eliminates the overhead of maintaining clusters as in GRID [53] and 
VSA [62].  
The virtualization concept has been used in Computer Science for a long time including 
virtual memory, virtual computer, etc. However, the Virtual Mobile Node abstraction, proposed 
in [18], is more related to our work. In [18], the virtual mobile node abstraction is introduced to 
simplify the task of designing algorithms for mobile networks. While movement of physical 
nodes is unpredictable, virtual mobile nodes can be programmed to move in a predictable and 
useful manner. In this framework, algorithms can be designed to take advantage of the virtual 
mobile nodes to simply and efficiently perform complicated tasks in a highly dynamic and 
unpredictable MANET. Another work [48] applies the virtual node concept to handle selfish 
nodes on a route. Neighboring nodes can take over forwarding when they perceive a node on a 
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route do not relay a data packet after a period of time. A taking-over node also sends a 
notification informing the source about the selfish node on the route.  Since the protocol does not 
distinguish failure due to a malicious node from mobility, the protocol incurs excessive 
notifications sent to the source and a long delay when this technique is applied to a high mobility 
environment. Another related work is called Virtual Routing [13]. This idea is similar to virtual 
computers, in which multiple TCP/IP stacks are built into one physical router. These stacks look 
and behave like independent stacks, yet the only things that really need to be independent are the 
routing tables. Such a router can replace potentially many conventional routers to save costs. To 
the best of our knowledge, the Virtual Router approach, presented in the this chapter, is the first 
to use virtualization in designing routing techniques for MANETs to address problems associated 
with high mobility.  
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the proposed Dynamic 
Virtual Router approach in Section 3.2. The simulation results are presented in Section 3.3. 
Finally, we conclude this chapter and discuss future work in Section 3.4. 
3.2 Proposed Solution:  
Dynamic Virtual Router (DVR) 
Existing rerouting techniques, some presented in Section 3.1, suffer constant link breaks in high 
mobility environments. In this section, we introduce a reactive technique using virtual routers to 
address this problem. Contrary to prior-art methods, focus is placed upon preventing breakage of 
communication links rather than rapid re-establishment of a broken communication path. 
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3.2.1 Route Request 
When a source node needs to send a data packet to a destination node and has not yet 
established a communication route, the source node initiates a route request. More particularly, 
the source node broadcasts a route request message packet that contains the source node‘s 
identification (ID). When the route request message packet is broadcasted, nearby mobile nodes 
receive the packet. Although each mobile node that receives the route request message packet 
could simply forward (i.e., broadcast) the packet, a probabilistic delay technique 
[29][60][74][81] can instead be employed to avoid flooding the network with route request 
messages. To that end, each mobile node that receives the route request message packet delays 
forwarding and monitors forwarding of the packet by another node. The mobile node can delay 
the packet for a predetermined or random time interval. During this period, if the mobile node 
detects forwarding of the route request message packet by another node, then the mobile node 
does not forward the message, given that such forwarding is not necessary. If, on the other hand, 
forwarding of the route request message packet is not detected within the time interval, the 
mobile node appends its own ID to the packet and forwards (i.e., broadcasts) the packet. The 
above process is performed by each mobile node in the wireless network that receives the route 
request packet so that the route request message packet traverses the network and ultimately 
arrives at the destination node. In this traversal process, the route request message packet being 
forwarded by certain nodes, referred to herein as relay nodes. In a rare occasion where a 
probabilistic technique does not find a route to a destination, a source will send another route 
request if no reply is received from the destination within a given time period.  
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3.2.2 Route Reply 
Once the destination node has received the route request, it initiates a route reply to 
establish a communication route. More particularly, the destination node broadcasts a route reply 
message packet. That packet can contain various information including the destination node‘s ID, 
the source node‘s ID, a list of the relay nodes the route request message packet traversed, and a 
route ID.  The route ID comprises the destination node‘s ID concatenated with a locally-
generated unique number to ensure the uniqueness of the route ID in the network. After the route 
reply message packet has been broadcasted, it is routed by the relay nodes identified in the 
packet. Some optimization of route choice is possible. A destination waits for a given time period 
and picks the shortest route from the received requests to send a route reply.  
Significantly, any neighboring node that ―overhears‖ the packet can potentially join the 
communication route and form part of one or more virtual routers of the route. Therefore, like the 
relay nodes, the overhearing nodes will be available for forwarding data packets along the route. 
For any mobile node in the route, including both the relay nodes and the overhearing nodes, the 
determination as to whether to forward a data packet is made relative to the distance-to-
destination (DTD) of the node to the destination node. The DTD of a node is expressed in terms 
of the number of virtual hops to the destination node. Figure 18 illustrates an example of how the 
DTD is determined. In Figure 18, each relay node has been assigned a label in the range of r1-r7. 
In this example, the DTD of relay node r1 is 1, the DTD of the relay node r2 is 2, and so forth. 
Each relay node uses its DTD value to update the virtual hop count field in the route reply 

















Figure 18. Virtual routers and the route from source to destination 
With further reference to Figure 18, the circles identify the broadcast range of the 
respective relay nodes, and therefore the geographical extent of the virtual routers. The 
neighboring nodes within those circles can overhear transmissions of one or more of the relay 
nodes and therefore comprise the overhearing nodes. Each overhearing node can determine its 
own DTD as the minimum virtual hop count it has overheard for a given route reply. As an 
example, node ―n‖ can overhear a route reply message packet broadcast by relay nodes r1, r2, 
and r3, which are 1, 2, and 3 hops away from the destination node D, respectively.  In such a 
case, the DTD of node n is 1, the lowest overheard virtual hop count.   
3.2.3 Data Forwarding 
Once the communication route has been established in the manner described above, it can 
be used to transmit data packets between the source and the destination nodes. The source node 
includes the following information in the header of the data packets it transmits over the 
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communication route: Source Node ID, Destination Node ID, Packet ID, Route ID, Virtual Hop 
Count, and a list of traversed nodes. The Packet ID refers to the ID the source node assigns to 
this data packet. The Virtual Hop Count field is updated with the DTD of each node before the 
node forwards the data packet along the route. The list of traversed nodes refers to the list of 
nodes that has forwarded the data packet. The list is generated by each intermediate node 
appending its node ID to this list before forwarding the packet. We will explain the purpose of 
this list in Section 3.2.4.  
When a node n receives a data packet from m, the data forwarding procedure is as 
follows: 
1. If n is the destination, n does not forward the data. 
2. If n has seen the data packet, n does not forward the data. 
3. If n is not in the route, n does not forward the data. 
4. If n is not downstream of m, n does not forward the data. 
5. If all previous steps fail (i.e. n might need to forward the data), n delays the forwarding.  
6. During this delay period, n cancels the forwarding if n hears the same packet again.  
7. At the end of the delay period, if the forwarding decision has not been cancelled, n forwards 
the data. 
In Step 3 of the above procedure, n determines if it is part of the route by comparing the 
Route ID field of the data packet with all the route ID‘s the node has identified from the 
overheard Route Reply packets. If the packet route ID matches the route ID of one of the 
overheard route reply message packets saved in a cache, the node n is in the communication 
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route. Periodically, each node can remove from its cache all the route IDs that have not been 
heard for a predetermined period of time.  
In Step 4, n determines if it is downstream of m by checking if its DTD (as determined 
during the Route Reply procedure) is less than the Virtual Hop Count field of the data packet. If 
this condition is true, n can forward the data packet, i.e., proceeds to Step 6. As illustrated in 
Figure 18, since m has a DTD of 3, it sets the Virtual Hop Count field to 3 in the data packet. 
Since n has a DTD of 1, it belongs to a virtual router in the downstream and can help forward the 
data packet from m. We note that forwarding of a data packet might skip some of the virtual 
routers depending on which physical nodes are used in the forwarding. 
In Step 5, node n sets its delay as rand(n→seed)t seconds, where the function 
rand(n→seed) computes a random number using a predetermined seed at node n, and t is a time 
constant (e.g., 70 ms). 
3.2.4 Route Update 
If all the nodes move away from a virtual router, we may have a broken link in the virtual 
route. To minimize the occurrence of broken links, the destination node can periodically recruit 
new nodes to form replacement routers by sending out an unsolicited route reply, called Route 
Update, to the source node. A Route Update packet includes the ID of the destination node, the 
ID of the source node, the list of nodes traversed by the latest data packet (i.e., the nodes listed in 
the Traversed Nodes field of the data packet) received by the destination from the source, and the 
ID of this route. The ID of a route is generated by the destination node as discussed previously. 
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The nodes listed in the Route Update packet relay the Route Update packet to the source node. 
Each of those nodes establishes a new virtual router identified by the corresponding node ID as in 
the case of processing a route reply packet; and the new virtual routers define a new route 
between the source and destination nodes. Once the source receives the Route Update, it discards 
the old route and old virtual routers, and includes the ID of the new route in the headers of the 
subsequent data packets. The route discovered in this manner is robust because it reflects the 
most recent topology between the source and destination. Operating in this manner, a 
communication session rarely experiences a virtual link break. Should it occurs, the source node 
can initiate route request to establish a new route. 
Figure 19 gives an example of how a new virtual route is established. Suppose an existing 

















Figure 19. Old and New Virtual Routes. 
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node decides it is time to send a route update. It observes that the last data packet the destination 
receives is relayed by the following nodes in the virtual routers: nodes S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, and 
Z. Thus, the destination sends a Route Update through these nodes to reach the source node. As 
the Route Update packet traverses to the source node, the neighbors of these nodes overhear the 
update and form the new virtual routers (the darker circles in Figure 19). Once the source 
receives the new update, subsequent data packets will be relayed by these new virtual routers. 
The old virtual routers can simply be discarded after the nodes no longer see data traversing over 
the old virtual route for some time. We note that the proposed route update process does not 
require periodic beaconing from every node because the old virtual route is simply discarded. 
Since DVR is not a clustering technique such as [12], it does not need to maintain memberships 
and can easily be applicable in environments where nodes move independent of each other and in 
high speed, whereas a clustering protocol like CGSR is not suitable for such environments. 
3.2.5 Route Recovery 
In rare cases, a virtual link break can occur before the next route update. When this 
happens, route recovery is done as follows. Periodically, the source node expects a Route Update 
packet from the destination node. The source node detects a virtual link break if the next Route 
Update is late by a predetermined threshold. In this situation, the source node issues a Route 
Request (as described in Section 3.2.1) and waits for the Route Reply (as described in Section 
3.2.2) about information on the new virtual route to the destination. This Route Reply packet 
contains the packet ID of the last data packet received by the destination node. Once the route 
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recovery is accomplished, the source node resumes the data transmission starting from the data 
packet succeeding the last data packet received by the destination node. These data packets are 
relayed along the new virtual routers. We note that the above route recovery procedure is a 
source-initiated technique. One can also design a destination-initiated scheme, in which the route 
recovery procedure is initiated by the destination node if it does not receive the next data packet 
by a predetermined maximum delay.  In an application such as file transfer, a destination can use 
TCP in the transport layer to request a source to resend missing packets that may have lost in 
between route updates. In the simulation study later in this chapter, the applications are constant 
bit-rate sessions using UDP as the transport layer protocol, which does not attempt to resend the 
lost packets. 
3.3 Simulation Study 
To validate the proposed design and evaluate its performance, we implemented the 
Dynamic Virtual Router (DVR) approach in GloMoSim [85]. GloMoSim is a packet-level 
simulator specifically designed for ad-hoc networks. It follows the OSI 5-layer network 
communication model.  
To evaluate the robustness of virtual routes (over virtual routers) relative to traditional 
routes (over physical nodes), we compare both the Static Virtual Router (SVR) approach and 
Dynamic Virtual Router (DVR) approach with the Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing 
(AODV) techniques.  AODV is a relatively recent technique [67] and is a good reference for our 
study.  Comparing SVR and DVR allows us to measure the benefit of using dynamically created 
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virtual routers over predefined static routers.  For each technique, we performed sensitivity 






























































































































































































































































































3.3.1 Simulation Parameters  
To test the robustness of the proposed DVR technique, we study this protocol in a terrain 
that is relatively large compared to the radio range of the nodes. The large setting allows us to 
include many routes that are several hops long in the simulations. The field configuration is a 
1000m × 1000m field with the radio range of nodes set to 133 meters.  
Initially, nodes are uniformly distributed over the terrain.  Existing mobility traces focus 
on either a small number of nodes [6] or nodes moving at pedestrian speed [23][73].  To show 
the robustness of the virtual router approach, we considered 1000 nodes moving at 20 meters per 
second (m/s) with zero pause time. The node behavior was modeled according to the Random 
Waypoint Mobility model which is also used in many other studies [10][35][68]. In this model, 
each node randomly selects a destination point. When the node reaches this destination point, it 
pauses for a period of time, and then selects another destination point.  
The traffic applications are constant-bit-rate sessions involving 1/20 of all the nodes (i.e., 25 
concurrent sessions) transmitting 512-byte data packets. The length of each simulation is 15 
minutes with sessions randomly start throughout each simulation run.  Each session lasts 3 
minutes.  
3.3.2 Performance Metrics 
The protocols are compared under three performance metrics, which were suggested by 
the IETF MANET working group for routing protocol evaluation [15].  These metrics are: (1) 
Fraction of Packets Delivered – measures the ratio of the data packets delivered to the 
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destinations and the data packets generated by the sources. This number indicates the 
effectiveness of a protocol.  (2) End-to-End Delay – measured in seconds (s), includes 
processing, route discovery latency, queuing delays, and retransmission delay at the MAC, and 
propagation and transmission times. This number measures the total delay time from a source to 
a destination.  (3) Normalized Routing Load or Overhead – measures the number of control 
packets transmitted per data packet delivered to the destination. The routing overhead is an 
important metric for comparing these protocols as it measures the scalability and efficiency of a 
protocol in terms of throughput and power consumption.  
3.3.3 Simulation Results 
We present the simulation results in the following subsections. 
3.3.3.1 Effect of Mobile Speed 
To understand the effect of mobile speed on performance, we varied the speed of the 
mobile nodes between 10 and 25 meters per second (m/s). The simulation results are given in 
Figure 20.  
The results demonstrate that physical routes break frequently under high node speeds. To 
maintain good delivered rate, AODV issues frequent route requests.  This, however, incurs 
significant control overhead (see Figure 20(c)), and results in long delay for many data packets 
waiting at the source (see Figure 20(b)).  In contrast, DVR is much more tolerant of node 
mobility. It allows any nodes of a virtual route to participate in data forwarding whereas AODV 
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restricts data to be relayed only by nodes chosen for a specific route.  Furthermore, efficient route 
update is performed periodically in DVR to prevent virtual link break.  Consequently, DVR 
rarely experiences link break and has a higher data delivered rate (see Figure 20(a)) with short 
delay (see Figure 20(b)) compared to AODV. This is achieved using only a fraction of control 
packets (see Figure 20(c)).  Figure 20(b) and Figure 20(c) show that DVR has 4 times and 21 
times improvement in delay and control overhead, respectively.  
Figure 20(a) indicates that DVR can achieve similar data delivered rate as SVR without 
using GPS.  The use of virtual routers allows both protocols to be tolerant of node mobility; and 
both can achieve high data delivered rates.  However, DVR has a significantly lower end-to-end 
delay as shown in Figure 20(b).  This can be explained as follows.  Communication routes in 
SVR are constructed on predefined virtual routers, and generally involve a greater number of hop 
counts compared to communication routes in DVR, which are based on virtual routers created 
dynamically to better leverage the current underlying network topology.  In terms of control 
overhead, DVR is also slightly better due to the following reason.  In SVR, the destination node 
updates its new location with the source node through the virtual routers currently in the 
connection.  This is different from DVR, in which a route update packet is sent back to the 
source node over a set of predetermined relay nodes.  While the former case has an impact on all 
the physical nodes in the affected virtual routers, the latter only impacts the relay node.  This 
phenomenon results in more control overhead for SVR as observed in Figure 20(c). 
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3.3.3.2 Effect of Node Density 
In this study, we examine the effect of network density by varying the number of nodes 
between 600 and 3000 nodes.  The simulation results are presented in Figure 21. 
The results show that the high density increases the overhead without improving the 
delivered rate for AODV. This is due to the fact that every time a source node issues a route 
request to repair a route, almost all the nodes need to relay the request at least once.  The increase 
in the routing messages incurs more overhead (Figure 21(c)) and has a negative impact on the 
data deliver rate (Figure 21(a)).  In Figure 21(b), we observe a worse end-to-end delay for a 
higher density of nodes.  This is due to the fact that more nodes are responding to every route 
request causing congestion in the wireless medium and therefore increasing the end-to-end delay 
for data packets.  
Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(c) show that, as node density increases, AODV uses much 
more control packets to repair routes but the delivered rate still does not improve. On the 
contrary, DVR only requires slightly more control packets (due to more nodes responding to 
initial requests) for a higher density to maintain a delivered rate significantly higher than that of 
AODV.  Figure 21(b) and Figure 21(c) show that, at the highest density, DVR provides 6 times 
reduction in delay and 20 times reduction in overhead, respectively, compared to AODV.  
Again, we observe that SVR performs similar to DVR in terms of data delivered rate and 
control overhead.  However, DVR is significantly better in term of end-to-end delay.  The 
explanation for the latter is the same as in the previous subsection.  
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3.3.3.3 Effect of Terrain Size 
To determine if the techniques under consideration are sufficiently scalable to allow for a 
large-area deployment, we increased both the network area and the number of nodes together as 
follows, maintaining a constant node density: 
 500m  500m area with 250 nodes 
 1,000m  1,000m area with 1000 nodes 
 1,500m  1,500m area with 2250 nodes 
 2,000m  2,000m area with 4000 nodes 
The results are presented in Figure 22. They indicate that AODV is not efficient in 
maintaining long routes.  As the terrain gets larger, the length of routes and the likelihood of 
route breaks also increase. By not using fixed hop-by-hop routes, DVR experiences fewer packet 
drops than AODV (see Figure 22(a)) with only minimal increase in route update overhead (see 
Figure 22(c)).  The slight increase in the delay for DVR with the increases in the terrain size, 
shown in Figure 22(b), is due to longer routes the data packets need to traverse before arriving at 
the destination nodes.   
The increase in the delay and control overhead for AODV is significantly more as seen in 
Figure 22(b) and Figure 22(c)), respectively.  This is due to the fact that the routes become longer 
for a larger terrain; and they break more frequently causing an increase in the number of route 
request messages.  Such control messages cause more overhead and congestion in the wireless 
medium, which increases the end-to-end delay for data packets.   
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In comparison, we observe in Figure 22(b) and Figure 22(c) that DVR is 3 times better in 
delay and 73 times better in overhead, respectively, compared to AODV when the terrain is 
2,000m  2,000m.  We also note that use of virtual routers also provide good performance to 
SVR, however, its end-to-end delay is still more than that of DVR.  
3.3.3.4 Effect of Very Low Node Density 
In this study, we examine the effect of very low network density by varying the number of 
nodes between 100 and 500 nodes. Figure 23 presents the simulation result on data delivered 
































Figure 23. Effect of Low Density: Data Delivered Rate 
The result shows that none of the protocols performs well when the density is too low, 
i.e., a disconnected network.  However, the virtual router techniques start to deliver better 
performance as soon as the number of nodes is increased to 300 nodes.  Between the two virtual 
router techniques, DVR provides better data delivered rate because its communication routers 
can better adapt to the underlying physical network topology.  Routing is less flexible in SVR.  
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Its communication routes must use the virtual routers selected from a set of predefined virtual 
routers. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we examined the impact of node mobility on existing MANET designs; 
and proposed a technique, called Dynamic Virtual Router (DVR), to better handle the high 
mobility of mobile nodes.  A virtual router is defined as a particular geographical area, with its 
routing functionality realized by physical nodes currently in the geographical region served by the 
virtual router.  In this framework, data transmission between two nodes is done over a sequence 
of virtual routers.  Since these virtual routers do not move, the communication connection is 
much less susceptible to node mobility.  Although virtualization is not new in solving computing 
problems, the proposed Virtual Router approach is the first to use virtualization in designing 
routing techniques for MANETs.  To assess its performance, we performed simulation studies to 
compare both the Static Virtual Router (SVR) approach and DVR approach with the Ad-hoc On-
Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing technique.  The simulation results indicate that both 
virtual router techniques can handle very high mobility, and achieve several times better 
performance than that of AODV.  Between the two virtual router approaches, DVR, with the 
flexibility of dynamically creating virtual routers on demand, shows significantly better end-to-
end delay.  DVR also has the benefit of not requiring each mobile node to equip with a global 
positioning system.  Nodes also do not need to store information about whereabouts of the virtual 
routers.   
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4. STATIC VIRTUAL ROUTER FOR BROADCAST 
4.1 Introduction 
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) consists of a set of nodes like laptops or PDAs that 
autonomously establish communication in a peer-to-peer fashion without needing predeployed 
infrastructure such as a central router or base station. Broadcasting in an ad hoc network is an 
important process by which routing protocols request information like routes or the location 
about a destination. Most of these routing protocols use a simple Plain Flooding technique [36] 
that can cause a broadcast storm, especially in a high density environment [60]. 
A recent paper by Ying Cai, et al. [11] divides current broadcasting techniques into 0-
hop-, 1-hop-, and 2-hop-based approaches. In the 2-hop based approaches ([58][65][76][83], 
etc.), nodes either proactively select neighbors to be rebroadcast hosts or reactively determine 
whether to rebroadcast based upon location information about their 2-hop neighborhood. 
However, it is difficult to maintain this information in a high mobility environment. In the 1-hop 
based approaches like [54], a node only needs to know about its 1-hop neighbors through simple 
periodical beacon signals from other nodes. Edge Forwarding [11] is another 1-hop based 
technique. Although Edge Forwarding provides 100% reachability with minimal redundancy, it 
adds extra overhead (that is a beacon signal) for routing protocols such as Dynamic Source 
Routing [43], Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing [69], and ConnectionLess Approach 
to MANET [35] that do not use periodic beaconing. Also, in highly dense and mobile 
environments (such as ad hoc networks in battle grounds), nodes need to broadcast their 
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locations more frequently, congesting the wireless medium. To eliminate additional overhead of 
location beacons, 0-hop approaches can be used by the aforementioned routing protocols.  
Earlier 0-hop protocols such as Counter Based [60] and Probabilistic Based [71] use 
random delay and simple rebroadcasting conditions. The rebroadcasting conditions require a 
node to rebroadcast a received packet unless it has seen the same packet more than a predefined 
threshold of times or its randomly chosen probability is less than the predefined probability 
threshold. These rebroadcasting conditions provide a simple way to significantly reduce control 
overhead compared to Plain Flooding. However, their random delay mechanism does not 
guarantee nodes whose transmission range cover more nodes (that have not received the packet) 
get to rebroadcast. Often, a node like this is inhibited from rebroadcasting either because of its 
chosen probability or because it has seen several duplicate messages, possibly from nodes close 
to the broadcasting node. As result, this random delay mechanism uses more nodes than 
necessary to broadcast in order to cover the entire terrain.  
To provide a better delay mechanism, 0-hop protocols such as Angle Based [77], PANDA 
[52], and Border Aware [86] use a distance delay algorithm. The distance delay allows nodes 
near the edge of a transmission range to rebroadcast first. This delay mechanism allows nodes 
close to the broadcasting node to cancel their rebroadcasts because their transmission ranges are 
completely covered by the transmission ranges of the faraway nodes. In order for a node to have 
its transmission range covered completely, other rebroadcasting nodes must encircle that node. 
However, this condition is difficult to happen for nodes near the edge of a transmission range. As 
result, most of the nodes near the edge of a transmission range still need to rebroadcast. 
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In this chapter we propose Cell Broadcast, a 0-hop broadcast protocol that significantly 
reduces redundancy without the use of beaconing, while maintaining complete reachability in a 
high density environment. This technique divides a terrain into cells which assist a node in 
determining its geographic relationship with a broadcasting node. This geographic relationship 
can eliminate rebroadcasts not only from nodes close to a broadcasting node but also from a 
majority of the nodes near the transmission edge of the broadcasting node. The effect is that, in a 
high density environment, only a few nodes located near the 4 diagonal corners of a transmission 
range need to rebroadcast to maintain 100% reachability. To the best of our knowledge, this 
effect is not present in any of the existing techniques that do not use location beaconing. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we present our Cell 
Broadcast technique. We show simulation results in Section 4.3 to demonstrate the benefits of 
the proposed technique, and present our conclusions in Section 4.4.  
4.2 Proposed Solution:  
Cell Broadcast 
As do many of the aforementioned broadcasting protocols [11][52][77][86], we assume 
that all nodes can obtain location information provided by technologies such as the Global 
Positioning System (GPS) [19]. This is a reasonable assumption because of the increasing 
availability and pervasiveness of these devices and because the GPS service is provided without 
charge. In the case that GPS is not available, it is plausible that nodes may calculate their 
positions with a localization scheme—a research area that has recently received a lot of attention 
[72]. Positioning or GPS devices can, in fact, provide 3-D location information in terms of 
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longitude, latitude, and altitude. In this chapter, for simplicity, we use an xy-coordinate system in 
place of longitude and latitude. Although standalone GPS is not accurate to a precise degree, 
there are technologies available that can, when incorporated with GPS, improve its accuracy to 
within centimeters [80], which is more than sufficient for our protocol.  
The idea of dividing a network area into smaller ―virtual cell areas‖ is not new. Cells are 
also used by other protocols, e.g., for routing data [35], location service management [42], and 
power management [84]. In this chapter, we exploit the cell concept to reduce broadcast packets. 
4.2.1 Virtual Cell  
The network area is divided into small ―virtual cells‖. These cells, defined by the 
coordinates of their upper right and lower left corners, are each assigned a unique cell ID. Each 
virtual cell has eight neighboring cells (see Figure 24. (A)). Note that the network area can also 
be divided into ―cellular-like‖ cells, but for simplicity, we use square cells in the discussion of 








(A) (B)  
Figure 24. (A) Cell E has eight neighboring cells A, B, C, D, F, G, H, and I.  (B) R is the farthest 
distance between any two nodes in two neighboring cells. 
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We construct our virtual cells based on the nominal radio range R as follows. Assume 
each virtual cell is square with x units on each side. The distance between any two, possible 
farthest, nodes in any two neighboring cells must not be larger than R (see Figure 24. (B)). 
Therefore, we have: 
22
or           )2(2
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xRx   (2) 
In other words, the virtual cell is designed such that, for any two neighboring cells, all 
nodes in one cell can communicate with all nodes in its neighboring cells. 
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Because the radiation pattern of an antenna is not circular [3], a node may need to 
broadcast a stronger signal in order to for most of the nodes within distance R to be able to 
receive its broadcast. In this chapter, we refer to R as the nominal radio range of a node. A node 
can determine the desired signal strength by looking at its H-plane radiation pattern provided by a 
priori analysis on the antenna [21]. A signal is strong enough if the resulted radiation pattern can 
encompass % of a circle of a radius equals to R as shown in Figure 25. In this chapter, we set  
= 90. The radiation pattern in Figure 25 is from http://www-
antenna.pe.titech.ac.jp/~hira/hobby/edu/em/dipole/. Also, many recent research works are 
developing antennas that have near circular H-plane radiation patterns [4][28].  
4.2.2 Guaranteed Flooding Region 
When a node n broadcasts a packet, nodes in its 8 neighboring cells definitely can hear 
this packet as they are within the nominal radio (or transmission) range of n. We refer to the 8 
neighboring cells as the Guaranteed Flooding Region (they are also the 1-hop Neighboring Cells) 
of n. We refer to cells that are adjacent to the 1-hop cells as the 2-hop Neighboring Cells of n. In 
Figure 26, the cells inside the thick rectangle compose the Guaranteed Flooding Region of n, and 
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Figure 26. 1-hop and 2-hop Neighboring Cells of n 
4.2.3 Initialization Phase  
When a new node enters the network area, it first contacts any nearby node to obtain 
partition information. The partition information given out by a node n includes the size of the 
terrain area, the size of the virtual cell, and the cell ID and coordinates (of the two diagonal 
corners) of the virtual cell currently containing n. With this partition information the new node 
can easily compute the location and cell ID of other cells in the entire terrain area, as every 
virtual cell is relative to its neighboring cells in terms of its coordinates and cell ID. The new 
node can now determine which virtual cell it is contained in by comparing its own location with 
the coordinates of the virtual cells. The algorithm used to efficiently match a node to a cell is 
beyond the scope of this chapter and will not be discussed. 
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4.2.4 Broadcast Procedure 
To broadcast a request packet for a destination, a source node includes the following 
information in the packet: Source Node ID, Destination Node ID, Packet ID, and Current Node 
Position. The Source Node ID and Destination Node ID fields are the node IDs of the source and 
destination nodes, respectively. The Current Node Position is the position of the node about to 
broadcast this packet. (Thus, each intermediate node updates the Current Node Position header 
field before rebroadcasting the packet.) 
When a node n receives a packet from another node m, it will first find the cell containing 
m‘s position, as indicated in the packet header. It then determines if it needs to rebroadcast the 
packet according to the following Cell Broadcast algorithm.  
1. If n has rebroadcasted this packet before, n drops the packet. 
2. If n‘s cell is not a 1-hop or 2-hop Neighboring Cell in relation to m‘s cell, n drops the packet.  
3. If n has heard the same packet broadcasted from its cell, n drops the packet.  
4. If all of n‘s 8 1-hop Neighboring Cells are covered by the existing broadcasts heard by n, n 
drops the packet. A cell is said to be covered by a broadcast if all of its four corners are 
within the R distance from the broadcasting node.  
5. If all previous conditions fail (i.e. n might need to broadcast the data), n sets the delay. 
6. If at the end of the delay, all 8 of n‘s 1-hop Neighboring Cells have been covered by existing 
broadcasts, n drops the packet. 




In Step 5 of the above algorithm, n sets its delay as follows: 
1. If n is on a 2-hop cell that is a diagonal cell of m‘s cell, n will set its delay as 
  tseednoderand   seconds. 
2. If n is on a 2-hop cell that is not a diagonal cell of m‘s cell, n will set its delay as 
  ttseednoderand   seconds. 
3. If n is on a 1-hop cell that is a diagonal cell of m‘s cell, n will set its delay as 
  ttseednoderand  2  seconds. 
4. If n is on a 1-hop cell that is not a diagonal cell of m‘s cell, n will set its delay as 
  ttseednoderand  3  seconds. 
We say that n's cell a diagonal cell of m‘s cell if the centers of the two cells have equal 
absolute differences (greater than zero) in both the x and y dimensions. We allow the nodes in 
the cells diagonal to m‘s cell forward first because we can cover the maximum area with the 
fewest nodes. As shown in Figure 27, only 4 rebroadcasts are needed to cover the Guaranteed 
Flooding Region of a rebroadcast from any of the 2-hop or 1-hop Neighboring Cells of m. 
Additional rebroadcasts from any of m‘s 1-hop or 2-hop Neighboring Cells do not provide much 
additional coverage. When combined with the broadcasting condition, the proposed delay 
technique can significantly reduce control overhead compared with existing broadcasting 
techniques while maintaining 100% reachability in a high density environment. Note that this 
angle based delay technique has not been used by any existing broadcasting techniques. 
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broadcasts from 2-hop Neighboring Cells
Transmission 
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Broadcasts from 4 corners 
of m’s transmission range
m
 
Figure 27. Existing broadcasts cover the Guaranteed Flooding Region of the 2-hop Neighboring 
Cells of m.  
Although the Cell Broadcast algorithm is designed to handle requests without a priori 
knowledge of a destination‘s location, Cell Broadcast can also be applied, with some 
modifications, to a geographic request region that is specified by protocols such as Location-
Aided Routing (LAR) [47] based on the known location of a destination. For example, a node 
only needs to consider the 1-hop Neighboring Cells within the region when deciding whether or 
not to rebroadcast a packet. Similarly, Cell Broadcast can also leverage a map database (such 
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database is often provided by the GPS device installed on a PDA) to find obstacles and ignore 
those cells that are occupied by the obstacles. Also, if a node n in a 2-hop Neighboring Cell of a 
broadcasting node perceives that the closest 2-hop diagonal cell is occupied by an obstacle or 
outside of a request region and n‘s cell is adjacent to the obstacle or the region border, n shortens 
its delay to   tseednoderand  . If n is in a 1-hop Neighboring Cell and under a similar situation 
with its closest 1-hop diagonal cell, n sets its delay as   ttseednoderand  2 . 
4.3 Simulation 
To evaluate our approach, we perform simulations using the network simulator called 
GloMoSim [85]. This simulator, developed at UCLA, is a packet-level simulator specifically 
designed for ad hoc networks. It follows the OSI 5-layer network communication model and 
provides comprehensive simulation for each of the 5 layers. 
We use 802.11 for the MAC layer protocol, and for the radio layer, we use two-way 
propagation path loss, signal to noise reception, and noisy radio medium models. The two-way 
propagation model uses Friss free space path loss for near sight communications and plane earth 
path loss for far sight.  
We simulate and compare the following broadcasting protocols: Plain Flooding, Counter 
Based, Angle Based, and our Cell Broadcast. All the protocols use 60 milliseconds for each delay 
period. For Counter Based, we set the value of the counter threshold to C = 3 in accordance with 
[60]. For Angle Based, we set the value of  = 2 according to [77]. 
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We perform the simulation study with respect to node density, terrain size, and 
application load. The field configuration is a 1000m × 1000m field where each cell is 100m × 
100m. There are 300 nodes in the terrain and each node has a nominal radio range of about 300 
meters. The nominal radio range is used by the Angle Based and Cell Broadcast protocols and set 
with respect to radio transmission power according to Section 4.2.1. Initially, each node starts at 
a random location uniformly distributed across the terrain. We employ the random waypoint 
mobility model. That is, each node randomly selects a destination point. When the node reaches 
this destination point, it pauses for a period of time, and then selects another destination point. In 
simulations, each node moves at 10 meters/second with 0 seconds of pause time at a waypoint. 
During each 15 minute simulation run, 1/10 of the nodes are randomly picked at random times to 
initiate request packets, 500 bytes each.  
The protocols are compared under three performance metrics: (i) average control 
overhead –  measures the average ratio of the nodes transmitting each request packet (80% 
means that, in average, 80% of nodes are involved to transmit each request packet); (ii) average 
reachability – measures the average ratio of the nodes receiving each request packet (100% 
means every node receives every request packet); (iii) average delay – is measured in seconds, 
the average interval from the time each request packet is initiated to the time the last node 
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Figure 30. Effect of Request Packet Load: (a) Average Overhead, (b) Average Reachability, 




4.3.1 Simulation Results 
We present the simulation results in the following subsections. We study the effects of 
node density, terrain size, and application load. 
To understand the effect of node density, we varied the initial node placement from 0.5 
to 5 nodes per cell (or the number of nodes from 50 to 500 evenly distributed in the terrain). The 
simulation results are shown in Figure 28. As expected, Plain Flooding has the highest control 
overhead because every node needs to broadcast. Figure 28(a) shows that an intelligent delay 
function alone is not sufficient to reduce the control overhead. Although Angle Based has a more 
intelligent delay function than Counter Based, its forwarding condition causes most of the nodes 
near the edge of a transmission range to rebroadcast because the condition is difficult to be 
invalidated for these nodes. On the other hand, our Cell Broadcast takes advantage of the fact 
that additional rebroadcasts besides the 4 corner rebroadcasts do not provide much additional 
coverage (as described in Section 4.2.4). As result, Angle Based has a higher overhead than 
Counter Based while Cell Broadcast has a lower overhead. Figure 28(a) also shows that Cell 
Broadcast is more suitable in high density environments. In high density environments, Cell 
Broadcast can rely on nodes in the 4 corners of a nominal radio range to rebroadcast the packet. 
However, in a low density, there may not be nodes in the four corners, and nodes in other parts of 
the radio range will need to rebroadcast. As result, Cell Broadcast uses a higher fraction of nodes 
to broadcast request packets in a low density environment. Figure 28(a), together with Figure 
28(b), show that in high density environments, an efficient broadcasting algorithm only needs 
few broadcasts to maintain 100% reachability. Cell Broadcast maintains 100% reachability 
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despite the fact that it requires only a fraction of the overhead consumed by other protocols. This 
shows that Cell Broadcast has a more efficient broadcasting algorithm than the other protocols. 
Figure 28(c) shows the delays of the protocols. Because Counter and Angle Based use fewer 
nodes than Plain Flooding to broadcast, they have shorter delays than Plain Flooding. In a low 
density environment, a protocol can use more nodes to propagate a packet to every node faster 
without significantly congesting the wireless medium. Thus, Counter and Angle Based have 
shorter delays than Cell Broadcast even though they have higher control overheads. However, as 
density increases, more nodes share the fixed amount of available bandwidth. As a result, Cell 
Broadcast has the shortest delay in high density terrains because it uses the fewest nodes to 
broadcast packets, as indicated in Figure 28(c). 
To understand the effect of terrain size, we varied the size of the terrain from 500m  
500m to 2000m  2000m. The simulation results in Figure 29 show that Cell Broadcast scales 
well to allow large-area deployment. Figure 29.a shows that the effective delay and broadcasting 
condition give Cell Broadcast a much lower overhead in a small terrain and a slower increasing 
trend as the terrain gets larger. In fact, Cell Broadcast involves a smaller portion of nodes to 
broadcast in the largest terrain than Counter Based does in the smallest terrain. Figure 29(c) 
shows that Cell Broadcast propagates packets faster than the other protocols in the 2 largest 
terrains. In a small terrain, a protocol can use more nodes to broadcast to reach every node faster 
since most of the nodes can be reached within one or two hops from the source. However, as the 
terrain gets larger, more hops are needed to reach nodes on the far side of the terrain. A protocol 
like Plain Flooding or Angle Based that uses many nodes to broadcast can cause congestion, and 
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a protocol like Counter Based that uses a naïve delay function can cause a packet to have to 
traverse more nodes (with each hop causing an additional delay) than is absolutely necessary to 
reach a faraway node. As a result, Cell Broadcast has a shorter delay compared to the other 
protocols as the terrain gets larger. 
To understand the effect of request packet load, we varied the ratio of nodes initiating 
request packets from 1/20 to 1/5 of all the nodes. The simulation results are shown in Figure 30. 
The purpose of this study is to show that Cell Broadcast can support high request loads. Cell 
Broadcast has the lowest overhead and one of the lowest delays among all the protocols even 
when there are many nodes initiating network wide requests. In Figure 30(c), the distance based 
delay lets Angle Based to have a short delay, but our novel delay technique permits our protocol 
to have a delay that is both short and stable. 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we propose a 0-hop broadcasting technique called Cell Broadcast to 
reduce broadcasts in a high density environment. Compared to the other simulated protocols, our 
novel delay mechanism and broadcasting condition significantly reduce broadcasts in high 
density environments, propagate a request packet much faster in large terrains, and maintains a 




5. STATIC VIRTUAL ROUTER FOR BROADCAST IN STREET ENVIRONMENTS 
5.1 Introduction 
A vehicular network is a form of mobile ad hoc network.  In a vehicular network, nodes 
are vehicles equipped with wireless communication devices.  Nodes roam within the confines of 
a road network and communicate with each other wirelessly.  Many vehicular applications can 
benefit from an efficient broadcast protocol.  One example is message dissemination in a 
disastrous situation where the communication infrastructure may not be available.  In [26], we 
propose an intelligent transportation system that utilizes specialized traffic signals to guide traffic 
away from an incident.  To communicate without traffic signals, an ad hoc network can be used 
to inform nearby motorists about the incident and the associated evacuation plan.  On-board 
intelligent navigation systems would be able to process the evacuation plan and guide the 
motorists away from the incident in a coordinated manner.  Another example application is 
reducing control overhead in routing protocols  [16][17][35][57].  In these routing protocols, 
establishing a connection with a node requires either querying a location service [51][75] or 
broadcasting a message to search the entire network for the node.  The location service requires 
ongoing maintenance that is sensitive to the effect of high mobility and not needed when routing 
protocols such as [35][39][57] already provide a location update mechanism.  For obtaining the 
location of a destination for the first time, these routing protocols can benefit from an efficient 
mechanism other than a simple Plain Flooding technique [36] that can cause a broadcast storm, 
especially in a high density environment [60].   
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A vehicular network in a street environment with relatively narrow streets surrounded by 
large buildings provides a very short window of time for communication between any two nodes 
moving at high speed on different streets.  This short window means the network topology 
among nodes changes very fast when dealing with general protocols that are not sensitive to a 
street environment.  For example, in the island of Manhattan in New York City, many streets are 
20 meters wide, and measure in length from approximately 60 meters to 180 meters.  Vehicles 
traveling in parallel in different streets that want to communicate only have a very short 20 meter 
window to do so every 60 to 180 meters, assuming that the cross street is sufficiently short to 
allow the communication to occur.  Broadcast protocols [11][20][54][58][83] that rely on one or 
two hop neighborhood information either suffer from topology information that quickly becomes 
outdated, or need to exchange neighborhood information more frequently, which can cause 
congestion in the wireless medium.   
In addition to changing topology, large buildings limit the coverage of a broadcast.  A 
node‘s broadcast often cannot reach a node on another street.  Earlier broadcast protocols such as 
Counter Based [60] and Probabilistic Based [71] provide simple ways to reduce overhead in a 
plain terrain environment without neighborhood information.  These 0-hop protocols, however, 
usually fail to choose broadcasting nodes optimally in a street environment.  The problem is that 
not all nodes should be treated equally in a street network due to obstacles.  Nodes at 
intersections have better reachability to other nodes, compared to nodes in road segments.  
Techniques developed for an open space, not taking this factor into consideration, would not be 
able to achieve good performance in a street environment. 
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Another challenge present in a street environment is constraints in node mobility.  In 
plain terrain, advanced protocols such as Angle Based [77], PANDA [52], Border Aware [86], 
and Cell Broadcast [29] use distance delay and geographic relationship as their rebroadcast 
criteria.  With these strategies, many nodes can refrain from rebroadcasting because a message 
can be more efficiently rebroadcast by some neighboring node.  As an example, a node in the 
Angle Based technique would not rebroadcast if the range of its rebroadcast is completely 
covered by some of the recent node broadcasts for the same message it overhears in the 
neighborhood.  This strategy cannot be used for a street environment since most nodes would 
rebroadcast.  This happens because the radio range of any node cannot be covered completely 
even if all its neighbors broadcast the message.  According to the protocol, this node should 
rebroadcast even though its rebroadcast will not likely reach additional nodes.   
MAC-layer protocols, such as [49][50][78], focus on reducing interference to improve the 
use of the wireless medium.  These protocols modify the broadcast mechanism of the underlying 
MAC protocol that a routing protocol operates on.  While this eliminates the need to modify the 
networking-layer protocol, these protocols have disadvantages (over a network-layer approach) 
such as relying on expensive repeaters [49], added delay due to sequential directional broadcast 
in intersections [50], or reduced spatial reuse of the wireless medium due to larger busy tone 
broadcast [78].   
The broadcast protocol proposed in this paper is a network-layer approach that focuses on 
improving the use of network bandwidth through a reduction in the number of nodes needed in 
order to propagate a network wide message, such as a route or location request message used in 
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many routing protocols.  We assume each node is equipped with a GPS (Global Positioning 
System) unit.  The terrain is divided into cells to allow nodes to easily determine their geographic 
relationship with a sender and decide whether to rebroadcast the message.  The design is an 
adaptation of a broadcast technique, called Cell Broadcast (CB) proposed in [29] for an open 
terrain environment.  Although CB provides high reachability and involves fewer nodes in 
message dissemination, it does not work well in a street environment due to similar issues that 
arise in other wireless broadcast models not specifically adapt for the street model.  We name the 
new technique Cell Broadcast for Street Environment (CB-S).  The new design addresses a 
number of challenges found in this environment, including faster topology change, limited radio 
coverage, and constrained node mobility.     
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  We introduce the proposed Cell 
Broadcast for Street Environment (CB-S) in Section 5.2.  The simulation setting is presented in 
Section 5.3, with the simulation results discussed in Section 5.4.  Then we analyze the CB-S in 
Section 5.5 and finally, we present our conclusions in Section 5.6.  
   
Figure 31. A street network and the cells specific to the street environment. 
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5.2 Proposed Solution:  
Cell Broadcast for Street Environments (CB-S) 
With increasing availability of on-board navigation systems, more and more vehicles are 
equipped with GPS and map systems.  Many works such as driver assistance [79], routing [57], 
and traffic condition dissemination [82] leverage such systems to improve safety and 
communications in vehicular networks.  The proposed CB-S technique focuses on improving 
vehicular communications, and can have many important applications.  It can be used to reduce 
the high cost of request packets in routing protocols such as [35][57].  CB-S can also be used to 
reduce the overhead of disseminating network wide information, such as information about a 
particular event [26], to vehicles within a radius.  The initiator of such messages can be one of 
the vehicles or a roadside unit connected to a venue such as an arena.  A street terrain is first 
divided into intersections and street segments.  An intersection is a cell and a street segment can 
be one cell or several cells depend on the length and other characteristics of the segment.  Figure 
31 shows an example street terrain and the cells on the local streets used by CB-S.  When a street 
segment is longer than the nominal radio range of nodes or has a curvature that prevents a 
rebroadcast from covering the entire segment, the segment is divided into several cells.  
Compared to nodes on street segments, nodes on intersections are better candidates to relay 
packets as they can reach nodes on intersecting streets.  Thus, nodes on intersections are used 
whenever possible to relay packets.  In addition to reach nodes on more streets, rebroadcasts from 
intersections can also eliminate or reduce rebroadcasts from street segments in between 
intersections.  In this section, we first describe our street environment and then present the 
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proposed technique.  For the sake of clarity, we refer to the rebroadcast of a data packet from a 
single node as a rebroadcast or a node broadcast.  The entire process of disseminating a data 
packet to all the target nodes in the network is referred to as a broadcast.  Thus, a broadcast 
consists of many node broadcasts working together to disseminate a message to the target nodes 
in the wireless networks.   
5.2.1 Cell in Street Environment 
To support a street environment, we divide streets into cells according to intersections 
and blocks (i.e., the street segment in between two adjacent intersections).  An example is given 
in Figure 32.  Cell A and Cell C at the intersections are called intersection cells.  Cell B is a 
street segment spanning an entire block and is called a segment cell.  In this paper, we assume 
that all nodes or vehicles have a radio range sufficient to cover any three consecutive cells (e.g., 
Cells A, B, and C in Figure 32).  With this requirement, any node in Cell A can communicate 
with any node in Cells B and C.   
Building
Building
Cell A Cell B Cell C
 
Figure 32. Intersection and segment cells. 
The configuration, shown in Figure 32, is typical for most streets in cities.  A street 
segment that exceeds the nominal radio range R can be further divided into multiple cells.   This 
is illustrated in Figure 33, in which the road segment of length sl is divided into multiple cells of 
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length cl.   When sl is not evenly divisible by cl, the last cell (the rightmost cell in Figure 33) can 
have a length less than cl.  Let sw be the width of the street segment.  To ensure that the nominal 
radio range R can cover any three consecutive cells, we have the following constraint: 






We will show later how this cell configuration allows us to design a technique to allow a 
node in a farther downstream cell to rebroadcast the message and prevent rebroadcasts from any 
node in cells closer to the last broadcasting node.  This way, the number of rebroadcasts for any 
message is approximately half the number of cells in a particular street regardless of the total 
number of nodes in the street.  This characteristic provides two highly desirable properties: (1) 
the number of node rebroadcasts is very small, and (2) the performance is predictable and 
consistently good for all broadcasts.  We will discuss these properties further when we present 
















Figure 33. Multiple cells in a street segment. 
We assume that each node has a map that includes information on all the cells including 
their identifier and the coordinates of the upper left and lower right corners.  Note that 
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information about the streets is not needed, and that the cell map is very small in size.  As an 
example, consider a large city with 5,000 cells.  If 64 bytes are required to record information for 
each cell, the cell map is only 0.25 gigabytes.  There are many ways to disseminate a map [55], 
such as downloading the map from a server in advance, from other nodes in the streets, or via 
mobile cellular network.  This topic is beyond the scope of this paper but has many existing 
solutions can be used. 
5.2.2 Broadcast Procedure 
To broadcast a packet for a destination, a source node includes the following information 
in the packet: Source Node ID, Destination Node ID, Packet ID, Current Node Position, Incident 
Location, and Dissemination Radius.  The Source Node ID and Destination Node ID fields are 
the node IDs of the source and destination nodes, respectively.  The Destination Node ID can be 
set to a broadcast address if the message is intended for all the nodes, as in message 
dissemination.  The Current Node Position is the position of the node about to rebroadcast this 
packet.  Thus, each intermediate node updates the Current Node Position header field before 
rebroadcasting the packet to downstream nodes.  The Incident Location and Dissemination 
Radius indicate the location of an incident and radius of the affected zone, respectively.  These 
two fields can be used to disseminate information related to an incident such as an evacuation 
[26].  Such information often is of interest only to the vehicles within a certain radius of the 
incident.  The Incident Location can be the location of the source or a nearby incident observed 
by the source. 
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When a node n receives a packet from another node m, it will first find the cell containing 
m‘s position as indicated in the packet header.  It then determines if it needs to rebroadcast the 
packet according to the following algorithm:  
Algorithm I: 
 
1. If n is outside the dissemination area, it drops the packet. 
2. If n has broadcast the packet before, it drops the packet. 
3. If n is not on a downstream cell of m‘s cell, it drops the packet. 
4. If n has heard the same packet broadcast from another node in its cell, it drops the packet.   
5. If n has heard the same packet broadcast from its overtaking neighboring cells, it drops the 
packet.   
6. If all previous conditions fail, n sets the delay.  
7. If at the end of the delay, one of the previous conditions satisfies, n drops the packet. 
8. Otherwise, n rebroadcasts the packet. 
 
In Steps 5 and 6 of the above algorithm, n determines its overtaking neighboring cells and 
delay based on whether m‘s radio range can reach the next intersection cell.  If m can reach at 
least one intersection cell in the downstream as in Figure 32, then n uses Algorithm II to 






1. If n is in an intersection, its overtaking neighboring cells are the nearest intersection at each 
incoming direction of its intersection cell and its delay is randnt seconds.   
2. If n is in a street segment, its overtaking neighboring cells are the adjoining intersection at 
each end of its segment cell and its delay is randnt + t seconds.   
 
In Step 1 of Algorithm II, if an incoming road is a dead-end street (i.e., there is no nearest 
intersection in the direction), then the overtaking neighboring cell for this particular direction is 
the street segment of the dead-end street.  The randn in Algorithm II is a pseudo-random number 
generator which produces a number from the range [0, 1) and is seeded uniquely for node n.  The 
delay t can be adjusted based on node density derived from historical data collected by intelligent 
transportation systems such as [5].  When node density is high such as before a concert event or 
sports game, t can be set longer to reduce the radio contention.  The value of t can be included in 
the message packet initiated by the event organizer.   
The significance of Algorithm II is that nodes in intersections rebroadcast first and thus 
eliminate the need for rebroadcasts from the segment cells between the intersection cells.  A 
rebroadcast from an intersection also has the advantage of propagating the packet to the 
intersecting street in addition to the street the packet is currently on and thus reaches more nodes 
than a rebroadcast from a segment cell.   
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In rare cases where m‘s radio range is too small to reach the next intersection due to a 
long road segment (as in Figure 33), n‘s overtaking neighboring cells are the adjoining cell at 
each end of its cell and n uses Algorithm III to determine its delay. 
Algorithm III: 
 
1. If n is in the downstream segment cell s adjoining the cell of m (see Figure 34(a)), n sets its 
delay as                                    randnt + t     seconds. 
2. If n is in the segment cell located immediately downstream of s (see Figure 34(b)), n sets its 
delay as                           randnt         seconds. 
In Algorithm III, randn is the same pseudo-random generator previously described. 
When nodes on intersections cannot be utilized, Algorithm III takes advantage of 
information about node location to reduce delay and overhead.  It allows far away downstream 
nodes to rebroadcast with little delay.  It also eliminates unproductive rebroadcasts from nodes 
closer to the last broadcaster, as they will not reach additional downstream nodes. 
  
(a) (b) 




5.3 Simulation Setting and Performance Metrics 
To evaluate our approach, we perform simulations using the network simulator called 
GloMoSim [85].  This simulator is a packet-level simulator specifically designed for ad hoc 
networks.  It follows a layered network communication model and provides comprehensive 
simulation for each of the layers. 
Since the proposed CB-S protocol is a network layer protocol that does not rely on easily 
outdated neighborhood knowledge, we simulated and compared CB-S and other network layer 0-
hop broadcast protocols discussed in Section 5.1 including Plain Flooding, Counter Based, Angle 
Based, and Cell Broadcast (CB).  These protocols do not assume the additional requirements by 
the MAC layer protocols [49][50][78] and thus can provide better insight to the performance 
result.  All the protocols use 60 milliseconds for each delay period.  For Counter Based, we set 
the value of the counter threshold to C = 3 in accordance with [60].  For Angle Based, we set the 
value of  = 2 according to [77]. 
We consider 1,640 mobile nodes.  The field configuration is a 1000m × 1000m space, 
with a street width of 10 meters and street block size of 100m × 100m.  There are 81 street 
blocks in total.  Each simulation emulates 15 minutes of time.  Before the simulation begins, 
10% of the nodes are randomly picked to be the set of nodes which initiates broadcasts.  Each 
node initiates a broadcast one time during the simulation run, and this single broadcast occurs at 
a random time.  A broadcast is 500 bytes long.  We assume the broadcast messages are intended 
for all the nodes in the terrain, similar to request packets used by routing protocols [35][57].  
Each node has a radio range of about 120 meters.  Initially, nodes are placed uniformly with 2 
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nodes per intersection and 8 nodes per segment cell.  The nodes then move in the directions 
permitted in the streets.  Upon arriving at an intersection, a node probabilistically changes its 
direction of movement - turns left, turns right, or continues in the same direction.   
We performed sensitivity studies for mobile node speed, openness of the terrain (in terms 
of signal obstruction), and dissemination radius.  The protocols are compared under three 
performance metrics: (i) average overhead measures the average percentage of nodes 
participating in relaying each broadcast message in the entire terrain (a higher percentage 
indicates more rebroadcasts, and therefore more overhead); (ii) average reachability measures 
the average percentage of nodes receiving each broadcast message within a dissemination area 
(90% means, on average, 90% of the nodes receive the broadcast message); and (iii) average 
delay, measured in seconds, is the average interval from the time the first node initiates a 
message to the time the last node receives the message within a dissemination area.  Unless 
otherwise noted, the dissemination area refers to entire area of the terrain.   
 
5.4 Simulation Results 
 
We present the simulation results in this section.  We study the effects of mobile speed, 




5.4.1 Effect of Speed 
The simulation results for mobile node speed are shown in Figure 35, Figure 36, and 
Figure 37.  We observe that all the protocols, except CB-S, make a tradeoff between reachability 
and overhead (see Figure 35 and Figure 36).  The naïve Plain flooding offers good reachability by 
making every node rebroadcast.  This results in very high overhead.  The more advanced Angle 
Based protocol also has a high overhead because it is nearly impossible for any node to fail its 
rebroadcast criteria as we have discussed in Section 5.1.  Protocol CB suffers from low 
reachability because the cells are not tailored to a street network.  In this environment, the terrain 
is partitioned into grid cells regardless of the street network topology.  As a result, nodes in 
intersections often do not rebroadcast because they have overheard another rebroadcast from the 
same cell but from a node in a street segment.  Such rebroadcasts cannot forward the packet onto 
the intersecting street, therefore affecting the overall reachability performance.  While the 
Counter Based protocol reduces overhead, it negatively affects reachability.  This occurs because 
it fails to take into account the advantage of rebroadcasts at intersections.  Consequently, the 
message does not always reach nodes near the edge of the terrain.  In contrast to the 
aforementioned protocols, the proposed CB-S technique offers high reachability with low delay 
and low overhead.  The high reachability can be attributed to the high percentage of rebroadcasts 
from the intersections of the streets.   More nodes can therefore be reached in this environment.  
The low overhead is attributable to rebroadcasts occurring in every other cell in CB-S, thus 
usually skipping road segments in-between intersections.  The low overhead contributes to the 
very low delay in CB-S (Figure 37).   
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We also observe that mobility does not have a significant impact on the protocol 
performance since they are all 0-hop protocols that do not rely on 1- or 2- hop neighborhood 
information.  For Plain and Angle based approaches, the mobility has completely no effect on 
overhead since every node rebroadcasts as explained above.  With no change in overhead, the 
protocols‘ delay and reachability remain the same.    For other protocols, the delay between the 
time a node initiates a packet to the time last node in the terrain receives the packet is less than 
half a second, and thus, the topology during this time period remains fairly static.   During this 
time, a node moves at most 9 meters with the fastest mobility speed in Figure 35, Figure 36, and 
Figure 37; this distance is only enough for a node to traverse from one intersection to a street 
segment or vice versa without making turns.  For Counter based protocol, a node decides whether 
or not to rebroadcast base only on number of packets it overhears.  This simple mechanism does 
not require high accuracy of nearby topology.  As long neighbors do not move too far away, the 
perceived neighborhood serves its purpose.  For CB protocol, its performance fluctuation is due 
to interaction between node distribution and its cells.  A long narrow street allows CB to drop a 
packet only if there is already a rebroadcast from the same cell.  This makes CB very sensitive to 
node distribution.  If more nodes on a street segment are included in the CB cell overlaying an 
adjacent intersection, the lower probability a node on the intersection broadcasts.  As result, the 
performance of CB fluctuates.  For CB-S, a node on a street segment drops a packet if it 
overhears a packet has been rebroadcast from all its adjacent intersections.  With a short interval 
of less than 0.16 second (a node can move at most four meters with the fastest mobility setting), a 
node deciding to rebroadcast can safely assume the topology does not change drastically over this 
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period of time.  When a node decides to drop a packet based on the overheard locations of 
rebroadcasting neighbors, the node can assume that the rebroadcasts cover all its neighboring 
nodes.   
5.4.2 Effect of Building Obstruction 
In this section, we examine how the presence or lack of buildings affects the performance 
of the protocols.  We simulated this effect by specifying how far away a node can be from an 
intersection and still be able to communicate with another node on the intersecting street of the 
intersection.  We call this parameter Communication Distance from Intersection (CDI).  A low 
CDI value characterizes an urban environment where many tall buildings block the radio between 
two nodes on two different streets.  A high CDI value represents a suburban environment where 
smaller buildings are farther apart and away from the streets, allowing for nodes on two different 
streets to be able to communicate.  The simulation results are shown in Figure 38, Figure 39, and 
Figure 40. 
The highest CDI in the figures represents a street environment without any buildings.  
This setting is used to exclusively show the effect of the constraint on node mobility (i.e., 
mobility is constrained to the road network) alone on the protocols.  Again, we observe that only 
the proposed CB-S technique performs well under all three performance metrics.  The 
performance of the other techniques is similar to the results shown in Figure 35, Figure 36, and 
Figure 37 with the following differences.  CB improves as the building obstruction decreases.  
This is due to the fact that CB is very effective for an open terrain environment.  When the 
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obstruction is minimal, it has the same reachability as that of CB-S.  In terms of delay (Figure 
40), both the Plain and Angle Based techniques experience longer delays with decreases in 
building obstruction (i.e., increases in CDI).  This is due to the high overhead in these two 
techniques (Figure 38).  Almost every node rebroadcasts, resulting in severe contention on the 
wireless medium.  This contention increases with corresponding decreases in building 
obstruction because radio signals from more nodes on different streets can interfere with each 
other.  As a consequence, nodes must wait longer before rebroadcasting each packet.  
  
5.4.3 Effect of Message Dissemination Radius 
In this section, we compare the performance of the protocols in disseminating messages 
to nodes in the proximity of the source node of the broadcast.  A message is initiated near the 
center of the terrain.  The dissemination radius (DR) is defined as a multiple of the nominal radio 
range and defines the dissemination area.  This smaller area is only applicable to CB-S, whose 
reachability and delay metrics involve only the nodes within the area.     
The simulation results are shown in Figure 41, Figure 42, and Figure 43.  We observe that 
only CB-S responds to changes in DR.  While other protocols utilize the nodes within the 
dissemination zone, they do not limit the broadcast to the dissemination region.  Only CB-S 
utilizes less rebroadcast nodes for a smaller dissemination zone.  Hence it incurs less overhead 
(Figure 41).  Since only nodes in the dissemination area are reached, the delay is also reduced 
under CB-S.  When the dissemination radius becomes very large (e.g., 5 or 6 times the radio 























































































































































































































































5.5 Analysis of CB-S   
In this section we analysis the overhead, delay (in terms of number of hops), and 
reachability of the proposed protocol.  CB-S can be viewed as a dual-layer design as illustrated in 
Figure 44, which consists of a logical layer and a physical layer.  The physical layer is the actual 
mobile ad hoc network with the physical nodes.  The logical layer consists of the cells, each 
treated as a virtual node.  If every two adjacent virtual nodes are considered as connected in the 
logical layer, we have a special kind of overlay network formed over the mobile ad hoc network.  
From this perspective, a rebroadcast from a physical node in one virtual node to another physical 
node in the next virtual node can be seen as a broadcast from the first virtual node to the next 
virtual node.  That is, a virtual node derives its communication functionality from the capability 
of the physical nodes currently within its area of operation. 
To disseminate a message to all the nodes in the physical layer, the algorithms in Section 
5.2 are used to implicitly construct a broadcast graph in the overlay network, on demand.  This 
is possible because the virtual nodes in the logical overlay layer, unlike the physical nodes, are 
stationary.  This broadcast graph connects every other virtual node (Figure 44) to include half of 
the virtual nodes in the overlay of one street.  During data dissemination, the rebroadcasts are 
carried out at each virtual node in the broadcast graph starting from the source node (i.e., the 
virtual node in the logical cell where the broadcast is initiated).  Each rebroadcast, however, is an 
actual node broadcast occurring in the physical layer.  The rebroadcast data can reach all physical 
nodes in the next two virtual nodes.  The second of these two virtual nodes is part of the 
broadcast graph, and it in turn relays the message to its own two next virtual nodes.  This process 
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transmits the data packet to all the physical nodes inside these two virtual nodes.  With the data 
relay proceeding in this manner, the data packet will eventually propagate downstream to 
eventually cover all virtual nodes in the broadcast graph, and will therefore reach every physical 
node in the physical layer.  
From the above description of the broadcast operation, we observe that a broadcast 
utilizes k physical nodes, where k is approximately half the number of cells in one particular 
street and one third of cells in an entire street terrain.  Given the length of each cell is about one 
third of the nominal radio range, k is nearly minimal.  We will discuss this property further when 
we analysis the overhead in Section 5.5.4. 
 
5.5.1 Desirable Properties of Broadcast Protocol in a Street Environment 
Protocols [11][20][54][58][83] rely on neighborhood information are not considered 
desirable in high speed environments because of their large overhead to maintain the 
neighborhood information.  Protocols such as Plain Flooding and Angle Based that require every 
node to rebroadcast the packet are not considered desirable because of large overhead.  A 
protocol such as CB optimized for open terrain is not desirable for street environments because it 
does not reach all the nodes easily.  Protocols like Counter and Probabilistic Based are not 
desirable because they do not reach all the nodes in minimal hops by not utilizing nodes in 














Figure 45. Desirable message relaying pattern 
In this section, we will consider the desirable properties to broadcast a packet in a street 
environment and provide analysis that demonstrates that CB-S possess these properties.  
Consider a nominal radio range that is about the size of three consecutive cells (or two 
intersections and the segment in between) as defined in Section 5.2.1, a desirable relaying pattern 
is illustrated in Figure 45.   For simplicity of the analysis we consider the nominal radio range to 
be not much larger than the three consecutive cells as defined in Section 5.2.1.  In practice, one 
can increase the radio range to reach more nodes in one rebroadcast with tradeoff of increased 
power consumption.  This desirable pattern uses a small number of rebroadcasts to transmit a 
packet to a large number of nodes and do so with little delay.  More formally, for physically 
absolute optimality, the time tn at which a node n (at distance dn from the source node) receives a 
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message originating at the source node at time t0=0 should be the same time required by 
electromagnetic radiation to traverse said distance dn.  This distance cannot be the minimal 
Euclidean distance in the street model for any broadcast technique because signals are assumed 
not to propagate through occlusions such as buildings.  Therefore, in the street model, the 
distance between the origin and any node n is calculated using the Manhattan distance metric 
(also known as the taxicab metric and rectilinear distance).  Also, for the simplicity of the 















5.5.2 Proof of Minimal Delay and Full Reachability of the Desirable Relaying Pattern  
In this section, we prove that the desirable relaying pattern can reach each of the nodes in 
minimal number of hops.  From the desirable pattern in Figure 45, a diamond shape can be drawn 
to indicate the area where nodes are within h hops from node i in the desirable pattern.  We call 
this shape a Minimum Hop Count Diamond as this diamond indicates the minimal number of 
hops to reach an enclosed node near the edge of the diamond.  For examples, diamond 1 in 
Figure 46 indicates an area where nodes are 1 hop away from node i and the area between 
diamonds 1 and 2 indicates an area where nodes are 2 hops away from i.   
We can prove by induction that the nodes in between diamond h and diamond h-1 
required at least h hops from Node i to reach.   We use the following equation to denote this: 
  hh hop  
Basis:   11hop  .   
From Figure 45 and the definition of the nominal radio range defined in Section 5.2.1, 
nodes can hear i's broadcast are located on the segment cells adjoining i's cell and their adjoining 
intersection cells.  Hence, they require at least one hop from the initiating node i to be reached 
and   11hop  .   
Induction Hypothesis:   kk hop  for nk 1  and 1n . 
Induction Step: We want to show that   11hop  nn . 
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The nodes between diamond 1n  and diamond n are within radio range of the nodes on 
the intersection cells at the edge of diamond n.  Thus we can rewrite the  1hop n  expression as 
follows:  
   







In Section 5.5.3, we will also empirically show that CB-S exhibits this message relaying 
pattern by demonstrating that CB-S requires a similar number of hops as this desirable message 
relaying pattern to reach every node.   
Since every node can be reached by the minimum number of hops indicated by its 
minimum hop diamond, we also show that the desirable relaying pattern can reach every node.  
   
5.5.3 Reachability and Hop Count Analysis of CB-S 
From the simulation result in Section 5.4, it is clear that CB-S can consistently broadcast 
a packet to every node in the network.  In the rest of this section, we verify that nodes are reached 
in a relaying pattern similar to the one in Figure 45 by analyze the number of hops a packet 
travels before reach a node in the terrain.  Figure 47 shows the minimal hop count to reach each 
node using CB-S to broadcast a packet initiated by a node in the middle of the center diamond.  
The result is obtained from a simulation run with even node distribution and the nominal radio 
range allows a node in one intersection to communicate with a node in another intersection.  The 
hop count is represented with different node colors, with red being 1-hop away from the initiate 
node in the middle of the red diamond and navy blue being 10-hops away.  The figure shows the 
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following: the majority (76%) of the nodes are reachable by the minimal hop count depicted by 
their encompassing diamond, 21% are reached by 1 more hop than the minimum, 2% are reached 
by 2 or 3 hops, and no node requires more than 3 hops than the minimum to be reached.   
In the most ideal scenario of broadcast that does not include stochastic delay, 100% of the 
nodes should be reachable by the minimum hop count.  However, we do not require such high 
levels of minimal hop count recipients, nor can they be realistically achieved under many 
circumstances.  What impedes having all nodes receive packets at the minimal hop count is the 
need to do probabilistic collision avoidance using random delays.  This constraint is a core 
assumption of this method and of many other broadcast protocols [29][52][60][71][77][86]  
where the goal is to reduce message reception delay and attempt to minimize retransmissions 
without requiring precise control using a distributed deterministic collision avoidance 
mechanism.  Such a mechanism is more feasible for fixed wired or wireless networks using 
circuit switching, where communication parameters are well known.  However, the feasibility 
drops significantly when mobility is introduced, when packet switching (and associated message 
time origination non-determinism) is used, and when reducing the cost of communication 
devices such as radios is desired. 
Figure 48 represents the minimal hop count to reach each cell in Figure 47.  The hop 
count of a cell is the lowest hop count required to reach a node on the cell.  The hop count is 
represented with different cell colors with red being 1-hop away from the source in the middle of 
red diamond and navy blue 10-hops away.  The figure shows that the majority (82%) of the cells 
are reached by the minimal hop count depicted by the diamond they are in, 16% are reached by 1 
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more hop than the minimum, 2% are reached by 2 more hops, less than 1% by 3 hops, and no cell 
requires more than 3 hops than the minimum to be reached.  Figure 47 and Figure 48 show that 
CB-S is very close to the desirable low delay by reaching nodes and cells with a nearly minimal 
number of hops.  We summarize the result of the figures in Table I with the result from Figure 47 
listed under ―Percentage of nodes reached by” column and Figure 48 under ―Percentage of cells 
reached by‖, respectively. 
 
Table 1.  Percentages of nodes and cells reached by minimal hops 
Additional hops  
to the minimal  
Percentage of nodes  
reached by 
Percentage of cells 
reached by 
 + 0 76% 82% 
 + 1 21% 16% 
 + 2  1%  2% 
 + 3  1%  0% 
 > 3  0%  0% 
 
The percentage (pminimal) of nodes that is reached by the minimal number of hops will vary 
depending on many factors.  These include topological information on nodes, radio signal 
propagation environment due to buildings and other occlusions, travel speed of individual 
vehicles, the minimum desired number of retransmissions due to collisions among simultaneous 
radio transmissions, and various others.  A controllable parameter that can be adjusted that will 
affect this number is the node transmission delay range or t as discussed in Section 4.2.4.  
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Adjusting this parameter needs to be done carefully to match the given scenario.  Setting the 
value of t too high causes an increased message reception time across the network because nodes 
are waiting longer to retransmit.  Setting the value too low also causes an increased message 
reception time because the collision probability due to nodes broadcast at same time increases 
with a smaller value of t.  Also as mentioned in Section 4.2.4, this value can be adjusted based on 
historical data on node density.  Tuning this parameter in the simulation runs has allowed for the 
relatively high 76% value of pminimal in the result in this section.   
 
5.5.4 Proof of Minimal Overhead of the Desirable Relaying Pattern 
In this section, we study the overhead required by the desirable relaying pattern.  From the 
relaying pattern in Figure 45, one can see the minimal overhead is one rebroadcast from every 
intersection.  This is approximately half of the cells in one particular street.  For a terrain with HS 
horizontal streets and VS vertical streets similar to Figure 45, the number of intersections I and 
segments S can be computed as following: 
VSHSI      and         VSHSVSHSHSVSVSHSS  211  
We can compute the percentage of cells needed for broadcast as percentage of 




























The above equation shows that about one-third of cells in Figure 45 are intersections.  
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Figure 49. Overhead analysis  
 
5.5.5 Overhead Analysis of CB-S 
In this section, we verify CB-S has an overhead close to the low overhead of the desirable 
relaying pattern.  Using the terrain and the initiating node in the middle of the terrain as in Figure 
47, we study the overhead of the protocols discussed in Section 5.4 and the desirable relaying 
pattern.  We vary the number of nodes or N in Equation (1) and show the result obtained from the 
simulation in Figure 49.  For clarity, the number of nodes is shown as multiples of the node count 
of the fewest node setting.  The overhead of the protocols are obtained from simulation result and 
the overhead of the desirable relaying pattern is obtained using Equation (1) with different 
number of nodes in the terrain.  Only protocols with full reachability are shown in the figure.  
The figure shows that among all the protocols with full reachability, CB-S has the lowest 
overhead and thus is closest to the overhead of the desirable relaying pattern.  Like the desirable 
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relaying pattern, CB-S also exhibits a decreasing trend in overhead as the number of nodes 
increases.  Both Plain and Angle Based use all the nodes to rebroadcast and do not respond to the 
node increase.  Countered Based shows an unstable trend when the number of nodes becomes 




In this paper, we proposed the CB-S broadcast technique for street environments.  We 
defined a desirable message dissemination pattern and proved how such pattern can reach each 
node with the minimal overhead and the minimal number of hops away from the initiate node of 
the message.  Our analysis of simulation result shows that CB-S is able to reach every node in a 
minimal or almost-minimal number of hops.  We also performed simulation studies to compare it 
with four other techniques.  The results indicate that only CB-S performs well under all three 
performance metrics, namely reachability, overhead, and delay.  Its reachability results are 
consistently at 100% for all simulation settings, always successfully disseminating a message to 
every node in the street network.  This perfect coverage is achieved with the least overhead.  In 
fact, the analysis indicates that its overhead is closed to the overhead of the desirable relaying 
pattern (i.e., the number of nodes needed to disseminate a message is small, and the number of 
hops is also small).  This efficient property gives CB-S the advantage of very small delay.  In 
summary, CB-S can always disseminates messages to all the nodes in the least amount of time 




6.1 Concluding Remarks 
In this dissertation, we propose a virtual router approach to address mobility issue in ad 
hoc networks.  Two virtual router approaches are introduced: Static Virtual Router (SVR) and 
Dynamic Virtual Router (DVR).  In Chapter 2, we apply static virtual router to vehicular 
networks where nodes move in high speed.  The static virtual routers are modified to adapt to the 
unique terrain of a street environments [30].  Rather than a square shape as in open environment, 
virtual routers in a street environment are defined by intersections and street segments.  Data 
packets are relayed by nodes in intersections whenever possible.  The simulation results show 
that this adaption makes virtual router approach performs better in street environments than other 
routing protocols that rely on physical links that are easily broken especially the links in between 
two nodes moving along different streets.   
In Chapter 3, we propose a dynamic virtual router (DVR) approach [32].  Unlike static 
virtual routers that are shared by all communication paths, dynamic virtual routers are created as 
needed for communication sessions and deprecated after use.  Dynamic virtual routers also do 
not need to be defined with geographic coordinates and thus alleviate nodes from install 
positioning devices such as GPS.  Our simulation results show that DVR has less control 
overhead than static virtual router approach (SVR) due to fewer nodes involved in update and has 
lower delay due to better utilization of underlying network topology by dynamic virtual routers.  
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In Chapter 4, we apply virtual router concept (particularly static virtual routers) to reduce 
overhead to broadcast a message (such as location request) to all the nodes in the terrain [29].  
Using virtual routers, the proposed broadcast protocol requires minimal nodes to relay a packet to 
all the nodes in the terrain.  With modifications to virtual routers and addition of dissemination 
radius as discussed in Chapter 5, virtual routers can be applied to disseminate a message to 
vehicles in street environments [31].  The extensive simulation study and performance analysis 
[33] indicate the virtual routers outperform other broadcast protocols that also do not use 
neighborhood information.   
6.2 Future Works 
In this dissertation, virtual routers are applied to environments where node topology 
changes fast due to high node speed with or without presence of obstruction.  In the future, I am 
interested in study the effectiveness of virtual router in a low speed environment that could also 
experience frequent topology change due to obstructions.  An example of such environment 
would be people walking inside a building with hallways.  Nodes or mobile devices on two 
different hallways could experience frequent link disconnect and connect as the people carrying 
the devices walking around the corner of walls that block the line of sights between nodes on two 
different hallways.  I am interested in comparing dynamic virtual routers that do not rely on 
position information of nodes with static virtual routers that rely on node locations.  
In this dissertation, virtual routers are applied to handle the topology change of an 
individual communication session between a pair of source and destination.  Future study can 
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investigate techniques to optimize scenarios where many communication paths overlap in space.    
Existing works such as [38][37] merge communication streams in a static wired or mesh 
network.  It would be interesting to understand how virtual routers can be applied to merge 
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